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Image mosaics stitch photos into a single composite with a wide field of view. They
are easy to create and can be panned by dragging the mouse, thus enabling simple and
effective photorealistic visualizations. However, they are restricted to structured input
where the camera motion is limited and the appearance variation across photos can
be controlled. In my thesis, I extend mosaics to unstructured cases that include more
general camera motion, appearance variation and Internet photo collections, enabling
visualization of more complex scenes.
I first develop a mosaicing technique for a general class of photo collections
subsuming rotational mosaics. In contrast to prior approaches that stitch a single
static mosaic, my approach dynamically composites a mosaic based on the current
viewpoint as the user navigates, allowing for distortion-free mosaicing and a broader
range of camera motion. Exposure differences, parallax, misalignment between photos
and scene motion lead to stitching artifacts in static mosaics. My dynamic approach
avoids these artifacts and enhances realism by preserving scene motion and changes in
brightness.
In the latter part of my thesis, I focus on highly unstructured collections comprising
tourist photos downloaded from the Internet that are not captured with the intention
of creating a mosaic. First, I describe an algorithm to discover rotational panoramas

(photos taken from nearly the same viewpoint) and orbits (photos looking at a common
object), within these collections. These photo sets can then be browsed by dragging
the mouse like traditional mosaics. Second, I focus on extreme variation in appearance
of these photos. I prove that any photo of a scene can be represented as a linear
combination of a set of basis photos. I show theoretically and empirically that under
suitable assumptions, for a scene with kn distinct orientations and kρ different materials,
kn kρ basis photos are sufficient to span the space of all possible photos of the scene. I
then describe a method to robustly compute these basis photos from Internet photos
and show novel applications like removing people and expanding the field of view of a
photo.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
If I could tell the story in words, I wouldn’t need to lug around a camera.
– Lewis Hine
How can a user virtually navigate a scene? A system that allows the user to virtually
explore a scene should be capable of rendering a realistic view of the scene from any
viewpoint. The traditional computer graphics approach to this problem is to create a
3D texture mapped model of the scene and then render the scene from the desired
viewpoint. While much progress has been made in this area (Figure 1.1), producing
realistic renderings require intensive data capture and manual effort, e.g., acquisition
of scene geometry using 3D scanners or modeling using CAD tools, measurement or
manual modeling of surface properties like the bidirectional reflectance distribution
function (BRDF), modeling illumination in the scene, modeling of natural phenomenon
like fog, clouds, water, smoke, etc. Often, the data collection and processing step is not
automated and many man-hours are required. Further, accurate modeling of physical
interaction of light with the scene elements is computationally intensive; hence many
systems approximate these interactions with faster alternatives which may not yield
physically accurate renderings. As a result, these approaches have been limited to
select areas like video games where it is feasible to spend effort on data capture and
processing and have not pervaded common use, e.g., creating a virtual walkthrough of
someone’s house using a consumer-level hand-held camera.
For a moment, let us consider a simpler problem than navigating the entire scene.
Imagine standing at a spot in the scene and looking around – how can one virtually
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(a) Captured photo

(b) Rendered photo

Figure 1.1: (a) A captured photo. (b) A photorealistic rendering from video game
Gran Turismo 5 [41]. Intensive data capture and many man-hours are required to
yield a rendering as good as a captured photo.

recreate this experience? An easy approach is to capture images looking in different
directions from the same spot and stitch them into a single image mosaic [97, 99].
Such a mosaic can then be browsed in an interactive viewer as shown in Figure 1.2
where the user can look in different directions by simply dragging the mouse around.
There are clear advantages of using image mosaics for scene visualization:
• Such a visualization is very easy to create – the only input required is a set of
photos looking in different directions captured by a hand-held consumer level
camera and the rest of the processing happens automatically.
• Individual photos are stitched into a single seamless mosaic – as a result it feels

3

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1.2: (a) A few photos out of 18 captured from a single spot (b) An image
mosaic stitched from the photos. (c) The same image inside the Quicktime VR [18]
viewer which allows the user to pan and zoom the image interactively.

like browsing the scene instead of individual photos.
• The only navigation controls needed are mouse drag and zoom.
Recognizing these advantages, the broad goal of my thesis is to generalize and extend
image mosaics so as to generate visualizations of a scene that are both easy to create
and easy to navigate. While image mosaics have been limited to structured photo
collections and seen as a way to capture ultra-wide angle or ultra-high resolution
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Figure 1.3: Street side mosaic stitched from 107 photos [1].

images, I seek to generalize them to more unstructured cases and enable virtual
navigation of complex scenes.
Due to the ease of creating and navigating mosaics, they have become very popular.
Panoramic photography first emerged in the late 19th century – special cameras with
curved film holders that employed clockwork drives to scan a line image in an arc
were used to create an image over almost 180◦ . In the mid 1990’s image alignment
techniques were applied to stitch mosaics from images captured by regular hand-held
cameras [61, 97, 18, 99].
More recently, image mosaics have found their way into many real world applications.
Many consumer level cameras have a panorama mode which facilitates capturing a
sequence of images and then stitching them into a mosaic. With the advent of
smartphones, this has become even easier with panorama capturing apps. In fact,
Microsoft’s Photosynth app [6] that allows one to capture panoramas using an iPhone
was rated the 2nd most popular iPhone app of 2011 [100]. Google streetview [5] and
Bing maps [62] capture entire cities using 360◦ image mosaics captured at every few
meters along the streets.
Despite the popularity of image mosaics, they suffer from limitations which impede
their applicability, especially for scene exploration and navigation. I discuss three
critical limitations here which I seek to address in my work:
1. Restricted camera motion: Image mosaics have largely been seen as a way
to capture ultra wide angle or 360◦ images, i.e., they are limited to rotational
motion – one can only visualize how the scene appears from a single spot in the
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scene. Another kind of mosaics that have recently become popular are mosaics
of a planar scene captured by a translating camera [1] (Figure 1.3). Such mosaics
can capture long planar scenes, e.g., a street side. However, they are again
restricted to the specific case of a planar scene and a translating camera. Can
one extend image mosaics to handle more general camera motion?
To give an example, consider an art gallery in the form of a rectangular room

(a) Rotating Camera

(c) Desired capture

(b) Rotational mosaic of a rectangular room

(d) A sequence of zoom outs from my approach

Figure 1.4: (a) A rectangular art gallery with paintings along the wall captured
using a single rotational mosaic (b) A rotational mosaic captured inside the
rectangular room. Paintings on the sides at the further end appear highly
distorted and have a low resolution – it is impossible to uniformly capture all the
paintings along the wall due to the oblong shape of the room. (c) On the other
hand, a collection of photos taken along the walls of a room captures the room
more uniformly. Such a collection ends up being a combination of translational
and rotational mosaics but it cannot be stitched into a single mosaic using
existing methods. (d) My approach where the user can view all the paintings
almost head-on by simply dragging the mouse.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.5: (a) Naive stitching of two images with different exposures lead to
artifacts near image boundaries. Image from [103]. (b) In presence of scene
motion, blending across images leads to ghosting artifacts. Image from [22].

with paintings along the wall. If one wants to use an image mosaic to capture
the paintings along the walls, one option is to capture a rotational image mosaic
from the center of the room. However, since the room is rectangular, a single
rotational mosaic will not be able to capture all the paintings uniformly; paintings
which are viewed side on at the corner of the room appear highly distorted.
Further, paintings which are far from the optical center of the panorama have
low resolution (Figures 1.4a and 1.4b). One can capture the individual walls as
separate translational mosaics where each painting will have a head-on view, but
one cannot capture the entire room using a single mosaic with existing automatic
mosaicing methods. Intuitively, one should be able to capture a sequence of
photos as shown in Figure 1.4c, which capture all the walls uniformly and browse
them seamlessly using the same drag and zoom navigation that mosaics provide
(Figure 1.4d).

2. Stitching artifacts: Exposure differences, misalignment, scene motion
and parallax: Stitching together two or more images may lead to artifacts along
the seams (Figure 1.5) due to different exposures or color balance, alignment
errors, moving objects in the scene, etc. There exists an extensive body of work
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[2, 1, 11, 14, 22, 27, 53, 54, 98, 97, 99, 103] to avoid such artifacts. However, the
primary goal of past approaches has been to generate a single static seamless
image mosaic as opposed to an interactive experience. When the goal is to
create a realistic visualization of the scene, different solutions may be employed.
E.g., in a scene with varying brightness, our eyes adjust to the brightness as we
look around (the inside of a room becomes dark when peering outside a bright
window). Ideally, the virtual system should recreate this experience. Similarly,
scene motion like waving trees, moving people, may form an integral part of
the scene and recreating them in the virtual system will lead to a more realistic
reproduction of the scene.
3. Requires specialized capture: Image mosaicing approaches have been limited
to a single person taking photos with the intention of creating a mosaic. However,
there exists a huge amount of imagery on the Internet on photo sharing websites
like like Picasa [74], Flickr [33], Facebook [30], etc. To give an idea of the
magnitude of the sizes of these collections, approximately 70 billion photos were
uploaded to Facebook alone in the year 2010 [38]. Leveraging these large image
collections to build mosaics of remote places that one cannot capture oneself
offers exciting opportunities and challenges.
Unfortunately, standard image mosaicing approaches may not be directly applicable to these collections. First, these photos are tourist photos and are
not captured with the intention of creating a mosaic. Hence, even in these
large collections, it may not be guaranteed, for instance, that there exists a
set of photos taken from exactly the same location that can be stitched into a
rotational mosaic. Even if such a set of photos exists, identifying this set in a
collection of thousands of photos is a non-trivial task. Second, the wide variation
in appearance across these photos poses a problem for mosaic creation. These
photos are captured by different people, by different cameras, at different times
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.6: A day time and a night time photo of Trevi fountain downloaded
from Flickr [33]. Appearance is very different due to different lighting conditions
and people posing in front of the scene.

of the day, and under different weather conditions. The variation in appearance
is much larger than the variation in photos captured by a single user over a
short time interval for creating a mosaic, and hence standard image mosaicing
approaches to compensate for appearance differences may not be applicable
here. Figure 1.6 shows two photos of the Trevi fountain demonstrating the wide
variation in appearance that can exist between such photos.

Hence, while image mosaics are easy to create and facilitate intuitive drag and zoom
navigation, their application is limited due to the above mentioned reasons. In my
thesis, I seek to address these limitations of image mosaics, thereby greatly increasing
their applicability and generality. My specific contributions are as follows:
1. Generalized camera motion: I describe a new kind of mosaics, dynamic
mosaics, that enable piecewise-perspective mosaicing that preserves straight
lines in the scene. Further, they support generalized camera motion which
subsumes rotational and translation mosaics.

9

(a) Camera path

(b) Captured photos

Figure 1.7: A collection of 43 photos taken on a staircase capturing paintings on
the wall.

Figure 1.8: Dynamic mosaic created from a set of photos taken along a staircase.
The top row shows a sequence of zoom-outs corresponding to the upper stairs
highlighted at left. The bottom row shows zoom outs for the landing (left). User
can smoothly move between different locations simply by dragging the mouse.

To generate an image mosaic, one typically needs to choose a stitching surface
on to which all images are composited. The choice of stitching surface depends
on the expected type of camera motion. E.g., a cylindrical or a spherical surface
is typically used when the camera is purely rotating, and a planar surface is
used for a translating camera and planar scenes. In the case of general camera
motion, a surface that adapts to the camera motion is needed. E.g., Peleg
et al. [71] propose an approach that finds such an adaptive surface based on
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optical flow from a video sequence. Lin et al. [56] use a spatially varying affine
transform to stitch images that allows them to stitch images with parallax
and motion. However, such approaches which use non-perspective projections
introduce unnatural distortion of the scene – straight lines in the scene may
become bent in an arbitrary fashion.
I circumvent this problem by relaxing the requirement that we need to generate
a single static mosaic. Instead, I develop an interactive viewer that composites
a piecewise-perspective mosaic that preserves straight lines on the fly as the
user navigates, based on the images that are currently in the user’s view. This
approach is applicable to a general class of image collections subsuming rotational
and translational mosaics that I call locally stitchable. Figure 1.7 shows a
collection of 43 photos captured by walking down a staircase and Figure 1.8 shows
the corresponding dynamic mosaic being viewed inside my viewer. The viewer
supports the intuitive drag and zoom navigation of traditional mosaics. This is
achieved by formulating the dynamic compositing problem as an optimization
problem, that seeks to minimize the distortion of images that are currently
visible to the user, and solving it at frame rate as the user navigates.
2. Dynamic aspects of the scene: Dynamic mosaicing also recreates dynamic
aspects of the scene. E.g., in Figure 1.9, as the user navigates to the part with
the bright window, the rest of the scene becomes dark imitating the way the
human eye adjusts to the varying brightness in the scene. To this end, I model
the exposure and color balance differences across images using a simple model
whose parameters are computed as a preprocessing step. Then at render time,
these parameters are optimized dynamically according to the current set of
images visible to the user in a fashion similar to the dynamic tone mapping
approach of Kopf et al. [52].
Similarly, I propose a novel solution to avoid ghosting artifacts which result from
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1.9: (a) 6 out of 18 input photos. (b) A rendering from the viewer where
the interior is well exposed while the window on the right is saturated. (c) As the
windows come into view, the brightness of the scene is adjusted automatically;
view outside the window is visible.

(a) Frames from a panning video

(b) Dynamic mosaic; jumper moves forward as the user pans from left to right.

Figure 1.10: Frames from a panning video of a triple jumper can be composited
into a dynamic mosaic where the jumper moves forward in stroboscopic fashion
as the user navigates forward.

misalignment, parallax between images, or scene motion. Instead of choosing
a static set of optimal seams for the entire mosaic as in previous approaches,
the proposed viewer dynamically chooses a set of seams that is optimal for the
current view. The seams move as the user navigates, recreating some of the
dynamic aspects of the scene. Figure 1.10 shows a particular kind of dynamic
mosaic that can be created from the frames of a panning video. Further, the
viewer also performs multi band blending [14] across these seams and I develop
a blending algorithm that works at frame rate on standard PCs.
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Figure 1.11: The PhotoTourism system [94] takes as input a collection of photos
of a scene downloaded from the Internet. The system then recovers the 3D pose
of each photo and a sparse model of the scene. Using this information the photos
can be browsed in an interactive and immersive 3D browser. Figures from [94].

3. Mosaicing for Internet photo collections: I explore how image mosaics can
be extended to Internet photo collections. The starting point of my work is the
PhotoTourism system of Snavely et al. [94] that takes as input a collection of
photos of a scene downloaded from the Internet, computes the 3D pose of every
photo and a sparse reconstruction of the scene, and uses that information to
allow the user to explore the photo collection in 3D (Figure 1.11)
The system shows a single best photo to the user at each time instant and
presents the user with photo-centric controls, i.e., the user can move from photo
to photo with 3D transitions between them. While these discrete controls work
well for the purpose of browsing a large photo collection, they may not work
well for navigating and exploring the scene in a way that helps the user to form
a mental map of the scene.
Image mosaics provide free viewpoint navigation with fewer degrees of freedom as
opposed to the 6 or 7 degrees typically available in unconstrained free viewpoint
3D navigation. While it is difficult to stitch seamless mosaics from these highly
unstructured photo collections (images are not taken from exactly the same
viewpoint and there can be extreme appearance variation), I propose a method
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(a) Rotational panoramas

(b) Orbits

Figure 1.12: (a) Automatic detection of rotational panoramas in Internet photo
collections. These panoramas can be selected using the pane at the bottom,
and browsed using simple drag and zoom interactions. (b) Orbital controls for
the Statue of Liberty. The system detects two orbits situated at different radii
from the statue. These can be selected using the thumbnails at the bottom and
navigated by simply dragging the mouse left and right.

to automatically discover two types of free viewpoint controls with constrained
degrees of freedom for these image collections that are inspired by panoramic
navigation:

(a) Rotational panoramas: I propose an algorithm to automatically identify
groups of images which are taken from nearly the same viewpoint. While
stitching them together into a single seamless mosaic is still a problem
due to significant parallax (they are not captured from exactly the same
viewpoint), appearance variation, and occluders (people posing in front of
scenes), I provide panorama-like 2D navigation controls for such groups of
photos (Figure 1.12a). The user can drag in different directions using the
mouse to see new photos.
(b) Orbits: Many scenes often contain objects or points of interest which are
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Figure 1.13: Under suitable assumptions, any appearance of a scene can be
expressed as a linear combination of a set of few basis appearances.

photographed by tourists from different directions. E.g., a lot of people
take photos of the Statue of Liberty from different directions. I develop an
approach to identify such groups of photos which are all looking at some
common point of interest and are arranged in a circular arc. These orbits
can then be browsed seamlessly in a fashion similar to rotational mosaics –
dragging the mouse left and right simulates moving along the orbit. (Figure
1.12b).
These controls are discovered automatically from the distribution of photos.
4. Appearance space of a scene: Image stitching approaches compensate for
minor appearance differences across images like exposure changes and different
color balance. However, the variation in appearance for Internet photos is much
wider. I propose an approach to model the space of appearance of a scene under
different conditions.
Internet photos provide a sampling of different possible scene appearances (Here,
by appearance of a scene, I refer to a photo of a scene taken under a specific set
of conditions). While there is a lot of variation across these photos, I claim that
these appearances can be modeled as a linear combination of a set of few basis
appearances (Figure 1.13).
The result is based upon the observation that man-made scenes are not random
– they contain (or can be approximated by) only a few distinct surface normal
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Figure 1.14: I introduce an approach to model the appearance space of a scene
from Internet photos. It can then be used to remove occluders from the original
photo (left) and fill the hole with new pixels whose appearance is in agreement
with the appearance of the rest of the scene (right).

directions and surface reflectance properties (distinct materials in the scene). I
first prove a theoretical result stating that for a scene with kn distinct normal
directions and kρ different materials, kn kρ basis appearances are sufficient to span
the space of all possible appearances of the scene under suitable assumptions. I
extend this basic result in a number of interesting directions to span the space of
images of a scene with real world illumination and viewing conditions, allowing
for general surface reflectance. In addition to theoretical proofs, I also conduct
empirical studies to justify the assumptions made. The theory I develop provides
justification for the popularity of low dimensional linear models in computer
vision. First exploited in the early work on eigenfaces [48, 102], low lineardimensionality has become the basis for a broad range of successful applications
in recognition [72, 66], tracking [42], background modeling [68], image-based
rendering [104], BRDF modeling [44, 63], compression and other domains. The
new theoretical results suggests that linear models can be used successfully
for modeling the appearance of scenes even under uncontrolled conditions, for
instance Internet photo collections.
In addition to proving theoretical results, I also develop a practical method to
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compute the set of basis appearances corresponding to a scene from Internet photos. The recovered basis appearances can then be used to model the appearance
space of a scene and perform tasks such as removing occluders from an image
(Figure 1.14). My method relies on accurate 3D models of the scene limiting
its applicability to scenes where such models are available. However, with more
3D data becoming available and advances in multi view stereo methods, this
limitation will be less severe in future.
The organization of my thesis is as follows. In Chapter 2, I review related work.
In Chapter 3, I introduce dynamic mosaics, where I develop a dynamic viewer that
composites a mosaic on the fly as the user navigates. These dynamic mosaics are
applicable for more general camera motion than is possible with past approaches
and also capture dynamic aspects of the scene. In Chapter 4, I develop algorithms
to discover image mosaics within Internet photo collections and provide controls to
navigate them which are analogous to the dragging controls in a mosaic. In Chapter 5,
I discuss the problem of extreme variation in appearance in Internet photo collections.
I first present theoretical and experimental results and later develop algorithms to
recover basis photos from Internet photo collections. Finally, I conclude in Chapter 6
with future research directions that build upon my work.
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Chapter 2
RELATED WORK
An image mosaic is a composite stitched from multiple photos, typically used
to create a wide field of view image. Image mosaics date back to late 1700s, first
introduced in the context of paintings. I discuss the evolution of image mosaics in
four roughly chronological phases: (1) early mosaics captured using special cameras,
(2) image mosaics stitched from multiple images using computer vision techniques, (3)
image mosaics for interactive scene visualization, and (4) image mosaicing approaches
that capture dynamic elements, e.g., motion in the scene, instead of generating a single
static image.
I use the terms mosaics and panoramas interchangeably in my thesis. Initially,
the primary intention of image mosaics was to capture wide field of view images that
cannot be captured by a conventional single lens camera. Early approaches discussed
under Section 2.1 captured panoramas using special cameras with modified optics
while approaches in Section 2.2 use computer vision methods to stitch images taken
by a conventional camera into a panoramic image. In Section 2.3, I discuss systems
where image mosaics are used as building blocks for interactive scene visualization.
However, the camera motion is still primarily restricted to rotational motion with
discrete transitions between individual mosaics that may be disorienting to the user. In
my work, I extend image mosaics to more general camera motion enabling interactive
visualization of more complex scenes, and also to unstructured photo collections,
e.g., Internet photo collections. Under Section 2.4, I discuss some examples of recent
approaches that deviate from the paradigm of generating a single static mosaic and
are in line with my work on recreating dynamic aspects of the scene like varying
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brightness and scene motion.
2.1

Early Panoramic Images

Panoramic images were first introduced in paintings, with the term panorama coined
by Irish painter Robert Barker in 1792 for his panoramic paintings of Edinburgh
[69], which were displayed on a cylindrical surface and viewed from inside. Soon,
image mosaics became popular in photography as a method for capturing very wide
field of view images. The first recorded patent for a panoramic camera is by Joseph
Puchberger in Austria in 1843 for a hand-cranked, 150◦ field of view, 8-inch focal
length camera [70]. The camera exposed a sequence of photographic plates which
were then pieced together to generate a panoramic image. Panoramic cameras were
revolutionized by the invention of flexible film in 1888. The new cameras used a lens
that rotated around the camera’s nodal point and a curved film was placed behind it.
As the lens rotated, a slit exposed a vertical strip of film that was aligned with the
axis of the lens.
These early methods relied on hardware solutions to capture panoramic images
and were cumbersome to use. Further, they all seek to capture a single static wide
angle image that could not be captured using conventional cameras.
2.2

Image Mosaicing via Computer Vision Methods

While panoramic cameras with modified optics were cumbersome to use, development
of automatic computer vision techniques to align and stitch overlapping images of a
scene captured by conventional hand-held cameras has greatly simplified the process.
There are three key steps in creating an image mosaic from a collection of images.
• Image matching and alignment: First, one needs to find geometric transforms between different images to align them. In the 1980s, automatic image
alignment methods were developed [60, 76, 4, 9] that iteratively improve the
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alignment by minimizing an error metric between the corresponding pixels of
the two images. However, such methods are prone to getting trapped in local
minima. Feature-based methods have become more popular recently due to their
superior robustness [12, 11]. These methods work by finding repeatable and
distinct features in images, e.g., Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [59],
and then matching these features across images. Feature correspondences are
then used to robustly estimate alignment transforms between images. I refer
the reader to the excellent survey article on image mosaicing by Szeliski [98]
for more details on image alignment approaches. While most image alignment
methods typically assume a simplified camera motion model, e.g., pure camera
rotation, they are robust enough to work in case of more general camera motion
as well. E.g., PhotoTourism system [94] recovers the full 3D pose of each photo
using a feature-based matching method. Hence, image matching and alignment
is not the limiting factor when extending image mosaics to more general camera
motion.
• Image compositing: In order to generate a single composite, images are
aligned and placed on a common surface. The surface can then be unwrapped
to yield a single image. The compositing surface is usually chosen based on the
camera motion involved. E.g., images captured by a rotating camera are often
composited onto a cylindrical or spherical surface. I discuss this step in more
detail in Section 2.2.1 in order to understand how the choice of compositing
surface restricts the range of camera motion.
• Blending: A single pixel in the final stitched composite corresponds to a 3D
point in the scene. The projection of that 3D point may be seen in multiple
images and may appear differently due to different exposures or different color
balance across images. Yet, the color of each pixel in the final composite must be
chosen to ensure that the stitch is seamless. The problem is further complicated
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Figure 2.1: A panorama of a street side captured by a translating camera and stitched
on a planar compositing surface [1].

by the fact that there might be alignment errors, parallax and scene motion,
and the corresponding pixels across images may not correspond to the same 3D
point in the scene. I discuss blending issues and approaches in detail in Section
2.2.2. In Chapter 3, I introduce my dynamic blending approach which avoids
stitching artifacts while recreating some of the dynamic aspects of the scene.

2.2.1

Compositing Surface

Given the alignment transforms, all images need to be warped and placed onto a
common compositing surface. There are two objectives when choosing a compositing
surface.
• All images are geometrically warped to align them on the compositing surface. Appropriate compositing surface geometry ensures that the distortion
of individual images generated by warping is minimal and they are uniformly
sampled.
• Compositing on a non-planar surface yields a projection in which scene structures
may appear distorted, e.g., lines in the scene may get bent. Compositing surface
choice should minimize such distortions.
Usually there is a trade-off between these two objectives. I discuss common compositing
surface choices used in prior work below.
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Planar projection: A planar compositing surface preserves perspective projection
(keeps straight lines in the scene straight in the composite) and works well for rotational
panorama when the field of view is not very large or for a translational panorama [1],
i.e., images of a planar scene captured by a translating camera (Figure 2.1).
However, a plane is not a good choice for wide field of view rotational panoramas
as it leads to geometric distortion of the images on the periphery and breaks down for
fields of view larger than 180◦ (Figure 2.2).

Figure 2.2: Planar projection with different field of view for a rotational panorama. It
works well for smaller field of view (top row) but shows distortion near the periphery
for larger field of view (bottom row), i.e., the images at the periphery are poorly
sampled. Images from [52].

Cylindrical and spherical projection: The most common use-case of a panoramic
image is to capture a 360◦ field of view from a specific point by taking images looking in
different directions. For such rotational panoramas, curved surfaces like a cylinder or a
sphere (Chen [18], Szeliski [97], Szeliski and Shum [99]) work well. However projecting
on to a curved surface introduces unnatural distortion of the scene – e.g., straight
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Figure 2.3: Cylindrical projection creates distortion (straight scene lines appear curved).
Image from [51].

lines in the scene become curved (Figure 2.3). Zelnik-Manor et al. [107], Kopf et al.
[51] and Carroll et al. [15] address this issue by using an interactive method which
requires the user to specify constraints based on the scene, e.g., manually specifying
straight lines in the scene which need to be kept straight, and the compositing surface
is modified accordingly.
Adaptive projections: Peleg et al. [71] use an adaptive compositing surface based
on the idea that after projecting onto the compositing surface, the optical flow vectors
should be identical in magnitude and direction. This approach enables generating
mosaics in many general cases including a forward moving camera. However, their
approach relies on optical flow computation and is only applicable for videos or densely
sampled imagery. Further, since they may end up using arbitrary manifolds for
stitching, the composite image may show arbitrary distortions. Nomura et al. [67]
and Zelnik-Manor et al. [106] use only similarity transforms to stitch images into
Hockney-style [45] panoramas. While they keep the individual images undistorted,
there are significant stitching errors at seams due to the constrained stitching model.
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Lin et al. [56] use a spatially varying affine transform to stitch images that allows
them to stitch images with parallax and motion. While being more flexible than
homography based stitching, it can introduce unnatural distortion of the scene as well,
e.g., lines may bend.
2.2.2

Blending

After projecting the input images on to a compositing surface, one needs to decide
the color of each pixel in the final stitched image. A pixel in the stitched image,
which maps to a point on the compositing surface, may be contained in multiple input
images. If there is perfect alignment, all images have been exposed identically and
have identical color balance, and there are no view dependent effects, then a pixel
would look the same in all of the source images and one may choose any one of them.
However, that is rarely the case. I discuss below different problems that occur.
Misalignment, parallax and scene motion: Due to these effects, corresponding
pixels in different source images after alignment may not correspond to the same
3D point in the scene. A simple way to resolve this problem is to choose a single
source image for each pixel in the final composite. This can be achieved by doing
Voronoi tessellation of the stitched image which assigns each pixel to the nearest image
in the set (Wood et al. [105], Peleg et al. [71]). However Voronoi tessellation can
create discontinuities across seams, i.e., boundaries where the source image changes.
Agarwala et al. [2] describe a seam selection algorithm by posing the source image
selection problem as a Markov Random Field over pixels that selects seams which
minimize the perceptual difference across them and is based on Graph Cuts [10]. Eden
et al. [27] build upon this approach and come up with a two step approach that works
well even in presence of exposure differences.
Exposure differences, different color balances: Even if the pixels align, they
may have different colors in different source images. Feathering (linear blend) across
image boundaries is a simple solution that works well even in the presence of slight
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misalignments (Szeliski and Shum [99], Chen and Klette [17], Uyttendaele et al. [103]).
While simple feathering may lead to blurring near seams, Laplacian pyramid blending
[14] better preserves high frequency details across images.
Recently, gradient domain approaches have been very successful in image blending.
Gradient domain blending was introduced by Perez et al. [73] for the two image case
and later generalized to the multi image case by Agarwala et al. [2]. The approach
works by computing the gradient field of the desired image and then reconstructing an
image whose gradient fits the computed field. Levin et al. [54] provide a good survey
of gradient domain image stitching techniques.
Uyttendaele et al. [103] explicitly compensate for exposure differences by dividing
the image composite into blocks and fitting a quadratic transfer function between
the original source image and the image composite corresponding to each block while
ensuring that the transfer function changes smoothly over blocks. While being able
to handle extreme exposure changes, such a block based approach can also handle
spatially varying effects like lens vignetting.
Mosaics often span a large field of view which may have a high dynamic range,
e.g., in a mosaic of a room with bright windows, it is difficult to capture both the
indoors and outdoors in a single exposure. High quality mosaics can be created by
capturing multiple exposures corresponding to each part of the scene. In such cases,
one can first estimate a high dynamic range (HDR) radiance map and then apply
tone mapping to reduce it to 8-bit range. Estimating the high dynamic radiance map
typically involves estimating a parameterized radiometric transfer function along with
the radiance map [61, 25, 65, 82]. Tone mapping HDR images into 8-bit images is a
well studied problem and many approaches exist [31, 26, 83, 58].
2.2.3

Summary: Compositing Surface and Blending

While image mosaicing is a fairly mature field, mosaicing has been largely seen as a
way to generate ultra wide-angle or ultra high-resolution images. In particular, most
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approaches make the assumption of a rotating camera when choosing the compositing
surface. Similarly, in case of blending across images, the goal is to generate a single
static seamless mosaic. Hence, these approaches do not seek to capture and recreate
the dynamic aspects of the scene like varying brightness and motion in the scene.
Further, these approaches work with photo collections that have been captured
with the intention of creating a mosaic. In unstructured collections, there might be
significant parallax preventing perfect alignment of images. Moreover, if the images
are captured by different cameras and under very different conditions, there might be
extreme appearance changes across images and traditional blending approaches may
fail to produce a seamless stitch.

2.3

Image Mosaics for Interactive Scene Visualization

There exist approaches which use mosaics as building blocks for interactive scene
visualization systems. These approaches come under the larger category of Image
Based Rendering (IBR), where the goal is to generate a rendering of a scene from
images. A detailed survey of IBR techniques can be found in [90].

Figure 2.4: Andrew Lippman’s Aspen Movie Map Project [57]. The user can navigate
city by going forward and backward along the streets and branching off at intersections.
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Andrew Lippman’s Aspen Movie Map project [57] provides one of the earliest
example of creating an interactive 3D walk-through from images. The system enables
the user to take a virtual tour of the city of Aspen, Colorado. The streets of Aspen
city were filmed at 10 foot intervals and the captured frames are then played in an
interactive viewer (Figure 2.4). Building this system was an intensive task requiring a
lot of data capture, storage and manual processing.
Systems like Google Street View [5] and Bing Maps [62] can be seen as modern
versions of the Aspen project that seek to scale this approach up to the entire world.
In these systems, 360◦ panoramas are captured at every few meters. The user can
then freely navigate inside each of these panoramas or jump to adjacent panoramas.
While the navigation is smooth and intuitive within a single panorama, the discrete
jump from one panorama to the next may be disorienting to the user. Further, these
are still captured by specialized cameras mounted on a moving van; it may be difficult
to extend the method to images captured by a handheld camera.
One of the first IBR systems to use image mosaics was Quicktime VR [18]. The
system stitches the images taken from the same spot into a cylindrical panoramic
image which can then be viewed using pan and zoom interaction. Besides cylindrical
panoramas, the system also supports cubic and spherical panoramas. The individual
panoramas called as nodes can be manually linked with other nodes through hot links.
The user can then click on these hot links to navigate the scene. The system also
supports a special mode called object movies which allows the user to interactively
rotate an object by simply dragging the mouse left and right. While data collection
was much simpler in this system since capturing cylindrical panoramas is relatively
easy, the individual panoramas need to be linked manually. Moreover, as mentioned
before, discrete transitions between different mosaics can be disorienting to the user.
There exists a plethora of IBR approaches. However, in many cases, they require
elaborate equipment for capture. E.g., Light-field rendering [55] and Lumigraph [40]
can render a scene from any viewpoint but require a 2D array of cameras (or a single
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moving camera) for capture. Among approaches that work with photos captured
using hand-held camera, some need dense correspondences between images [19, 88]
which is difficult to obtain even using state of the art computer vision methods. The
Façade system [24, 23] to render architectural scenes relies on user input to build a
3D model. Another notable approach is the PhotoTourism system of Snavely et al.
[94] which is a fully automatic system and works with unstructured photo collections
downloaded from the Internet. However, it provides photo-centric navigation controls
which work well for a photo browser but may not be optimal for exploring a scene. I
discuss PhotoTourism system in more detail in Chapter 4 where I discover mosaics in
the collection and augment the system with more intuitive controls.
The advantage of using mosaics for scene navigation is that they allow easy capture
and intuitive navigation controls. However, current IBR systems simply use mosaics as
building blocks with discrete transitions between them which may be disorienting when
exploring a scene. My work on extending mosaics to more unstructured collection
provides seamless navigation for more complex scenes.
2.4

Image Mosaics with Dynamic Aspects

Most image mosaicing methods seek to generate a single static image composite.
E.g., in presence of scene motion, mosaicing methods seek to find optimal boundaries
between images so as to avoid any stitching artifacts. However, if the goal is to create
a virtual experience of the scene, motion may form an integral part of the experience,
e.g., crowd moving about, trees waving in the wind, etc.
Rav-Acha et al. [81] propose Dynamosaics which are mosaics with motion created
from slowly panning videos of scenes with repetitive motion, e.g., a waterfall. The
approach works by stabilizing the video frames in time and then considering slices
of the resulting space-time volume as mosaics. Agarwala et al. [3] use a different
approach to generate similar panoramas from video. Their method is based upon
video textures [87] where a video is analyzed for similar frames which are then used
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to generate a new seamless video. To generate a video panorama from a panning
video, the user first manually tags regions of the scene as static or dynamic and then
the video texture approach is applied to dynamic regions of the mosaic resulting in a
video panorama that can be played indefinitely in a loop. Correa and Ma [20] also
achieve similar results by segmenting out the moving pixels in the scene and then
blending them over a mosaic composited from static background scene. However these
are again essentially wide angle images with motion, i.e., the user cannot navigate
and move about in the scene beyond panning.
Kopf et al. [52] propose a system for capturing and viewing gigapixel images.
Their viewer also adapts dynamically. First, they use an adaptive compositing surface
which curves into a cylinder as the user zooms out to show a larger field of view
but flattens out to a planar surface upon zooming in so as to keep the lines in the
scene straight. Second, they use a dynamic tone mapping approach which adjusts
according to the local part of the mosaic the user is viewing. Another system that
uses dynamic adaptive projection is the Street Slide system [50] which works with
street level imagery acquired in Bing Maps [62]. The system selects vertical strips
from different images taken along a street and then generates a composite by simply
placing them alongside each other. The width of the strips is changed dynamically as
the user zooms or translates left and right which results in parallax effects.
2.5

Summary

As we saw in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, image mosaics are largely seen as a way to
capture ultra wide angle images. IBR systems that do use image mosaics consist
of rotational mosaics captured at different locations in the scene connected through
discrete transitions between them which may be disorienting to the user (Section 2.3).
In Chapter 3, I extend image mosaics to more general camera motion that enables
visualization of more complex scenes but with the intuitive and seamless navigation
that mosaics provide. Further, I use piecewise-perspective projection that preserves
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straight lines in the scene. I achieve this by moving away from the paradigm of
generating a single static mosaic and instead building a dynamic viewer which updates
the compositing surface as the user navigates. This dynamic approach also enables a
novel solution to the blending problem, which not only avoids stitching artifacts but
also recreates dynamic aspects of the scene like varying brightness and motion in the
scene along the lines of approaches discussed in Section 2.4.
Past mosaics approaches have been targeted towards structured collections that
have been captured with the intention of creating a mosaic. While there exist IBR
systems that leverage the vast amount of Internet imagery for scene visualization,
existing mosaicing approaches cannot be readily applied to such unstructured collections. I introduce an algorithm to discover image mosaics in such collections and aid
visualization of the scene (Chapter 4). Further, past approaches to compensate for
appearance difference across photos fail in the presence of the extreme variation seen
in Internet photo collections. In Chapter 5, I model the space of different possible
appearances of such unstructured photo collections and show, both theoretically and
empirically, that any photo of a scene can be expressed as a linear combination of set
of basis photos. I then describe an algorithm to recover basis photos from Internet
photo collections and show applications of the same.
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Chapter 3
DYNAMIC MOSAICS
Let us consider the case of a rectangular art gallery with paintings along the wall.
Presently, the best way to create a mosaic in such a case is to capture a rotational
panorama from the center of the room. However, since the room is rectangular, a single
rotational mosaic will not be able to capture all the paintings uniformly; paintings at
the corner of the room appear highly distorted an have low resolution (Figures 3.1a and
3.1b). One can capture the individual walls as separate translational mosaics where
each painting has a head-on view, but they cannot be stitched automatically into a
single seamless mosaic capturing the whole room. Ideally, one will like to capture the
walls by moving the camera as shown in Figure 3.1c where we have a head-on view of
each painting and the stitch is seamless. However such a collection of images can not
be automatically stitched into a single mosaic (without bending straight lines in the
scene) using current techniques.
Recent work on non-perspective panoramas enables more general camera motions
[77, 71, 56], at the expense of introducing distortions (e.g., straight lines in the scene
become curved), by relaxing perspective-correctness. Rather than introducing scene
distortion, I propose to relax the requirement that all photos be composited into
a single mosaic. I compute a collection of local mosaics that can be interactively
traversed in a new kind of dynamic scene viewer. Further, each of these local mosaics
preserve straight lines in the scene. The key aspects of my approach are:
• Dynamic Projection: The viewer uses a dynamic projection model to transition between local mosaics. Transitions are so subtle as to be barely noticeable,
resulting in a continuous and nearly distortion-free scene visualization. The
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(a) Rotational mosaic capture

(b) Rotational mosaic of a rectangular room

(c) Desired capture

Figure 3.1: (a) A rectangular art gallery with paintings along the wall captured using a
single rotational mosaic (b) A rotational mosaic captured inside the rectangular room.
Paintings at the further end of the room appear distorted and have a low resolution –
it is impossible to uniformly capture all the paintings along the wall with a rotational
mosaic. (c) On the other hand, a collection of photos taken along the walls of a room
may capture the room more uniformly. Such a collection ends up being a combination
of translational and rotational mosaics but cannot be stitched into a single mosaic
using existing methods.

approach generalizes to a class of image collections which I call locally stitchable,
and subsumes rotational and translational mosaics.
• Dynamic Seam Selection and Blending: Misalignment between images,
scene motion and parallax lead to ghosting artifacts in traditional mosaicing.
The proposed viewer dynamically selects and blends across a set of precomputed
seams to avoid artifacts and allows us to recreate dynamic aspects of the scene,
e.g., people walking, trees waving, etc. as the user navigates.
• Dynamic Exposure Selection: Rather than removing exposure differences
entirely, the viewer dynamically adjusts the exposure based on the part of the
scene currently visible. This imitates the behavior of the human eye, e.g., when
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looking at a bright light source, rest of the scene appears dark.
I call such mosaics dynamic mosaics. I refer the reader to the video results [84] to see
what the output looks like – results are discussed in more detail in Section 3.4.
There are three major challenges that I address. First, I pose the problem of
computing a local mosaic as an optimization problem which minimizes the distortion
in the current view and can be solved in real time. Secondly, blending techniques (e.g.,
graph cuts [10], multi band blending [14]) are not fast enough to work in real-time. I
come up with a semi-online approach that allows us to do blending in real time while
recreating scene motion. Finally, I come up with a method to dynamically compute
locally optimal exposure.
Mosaics are a simple form of Image Based Rendering (IBR), a class of techniques
that includes more sophisticated methods like lightfields [55, 40], plenoptic modeling
[64], Photo Tourism [94], and so forth. A key difference, however, is that mosaics
rely only on 2D warps (homographies) and 2D navigation (pan, zoom). This reliance
on 2D warps makes mosaics robust enough to work in practice, and the simple 2D
navigation appeals to the most naive users. These factors have enabled mosaics to
enjoy a level of penetration and widespread use that other IBR methods have not. My
work seeks to achieve a greater range of behaviors (generalized camera paths, scene
motion, dynamic exposure) than is possible with existing mosaic techniques, while
staying in the mosaic framework (2D warps, 2D navigation).
3.1

Overview

Let us first define locally stitchable image collections. I consider two images as stitchable
if they overlap and can be aligned via a 2D transform, i.e., a 3 × 3 homography matrix.
E.g., images captured by a rotating camera or images of a planar scene are stitchable.
Consider a graph with images as nodes and an edge between every pair of stitchable
images. I call an image collection locally stitchable if the resulting graph is connected
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.2: Locally Stitchable Collections. (a) A locally stitchable collection that
is a combination of translational and rotational motion. (b) Adjacent images need
to be only approximately stitchable. This shows an example of a rectangular room
whose walls have been captured by a combination of translational and approximately
rotational motion. A single rotational mosaic will not provide a uniform sampling of
the walls.

(Fig. 3.2a).
One can relax the definition of stitchablity. E.g., two images can be aligned well
if they are taken from approximately the same spot or if the scene is approximately
planar. This allows us to extend the definition to cases like those shown in Figure
3.2b. Any collection which consists of sequences of rotating camera or translating
camera (in front of a planar scene) is included in the definition.
I now briefly describe the three key dynamic aspects of my system.

3.1.1

Dynamic Projection

Consider the photo collection shown in Figure 3.3a, a combination of rotational and
translational motion. Photos at the left end of the collection can be composited
into a rotational mosaic. Similarly photos at the right end can be composited into a
translational mosaic. The proposed viewer interpolates between the two mosaics by
smoothly varying the projection as the user navigates from one end to the other. This
is achieved by selecting a planar projection based on the current view which changes
smoothly as the user moves around (Fig. 3.3b).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.3: (a) Photos at either end of the collection can be stitched into local mosaics
by projecting them onto different planar surface. (b) My system smoothly interpolates
the planar projection as the user navigates allowing smooth transitions between these
local mosaics.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.4: (a) An arbitrary planar projection. (b) Optimized planar projection.

How should one select the optimal planar projection for a given view? An arbitrary
planar projection may lead to geometric distortion (Fig. 3.4a).
I formulate the planar projection selection problem as an optimization problem
that seeks to minimize the geometric distortion of images in view (Fig. 3.4b). A planar
projection is represented by a 3 × 3 homography matrix H. We need to quantify the
geometric distortion induced by a homography H. For H to not introduce any affine
or perspective distortion, it should preserve the original rectangular shape of the input
image. While this can be measured in a number of ways, one way is to see where the
horizontal direction [1, 0, 0] and vertical direction [0, 1, 0] are mapped by H. Hence, a
measure of distortion can be ||H[1, 0, 0]T − [1, 0, 0]T ||2 + ||H[0, 1, 0]T − [0, 1, 0]T ||2 (This
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also penalizes 2D rotation and uniform scaling which do not introduce any affine or
perspective distortion but I talk about that later). Such a penalty can be written in the
form ||H res − I||2 where H res is simply H where the last column has been replaced by
[0, 0, 1]T , i.e., the translation free part of H. This can also be interpreted algebraically
– the distance between the translation free component of H and the identity transform.
Such a penalty is also consistent with Zorin and Barr’s [108] observation that for a
linear perspective camera, objects in the center of the image never look distorted.
Given this measure of geometric distortion, the viewer chooses a projection that
minimizes a weighted sum of distortions of the images in view. I show in Section
3.3.1 that such a penalty measure leads to a linear objective which can be solved and
continuously updated at frame rate as the user navigates.

3.1.2

Dynamic Seam Selection and Blending

Finding optimal seams between images to avoid ghosting artifacts due to scene motion
and parallax is a common approach [103, 22, 2, 1]. However, in our case we do not have
a single mosaic for which we can precompute seams beforehand. As it is impractical
to compute seams in real time for each local mosaic we render, I precompute seams for
a set of local mosaics and then transition between those seams at render time based
on user’s viewpoint.
Such an approach has two advantages. First, the seams are locally optimal, i.e.,
they prefer images which show least distortion in the current view. Second, as I
crossfade between different local seams as the user navigates, it recreates the dynamic
aspects of the scene like parallax and scene motion. While the basic formulation
computes seams whose purpose is to minimize the stitching artifacts, one can add
additional constraints to explicitly control how seams are correlated with the motion
in the scene (Sec. 3.4.1). Further, I also implement real time multi band blending
across these seams (Sec. 3.3.4).
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3.1.3

Dynamic Exposure

Cameras in auto-mode change exposure dynamically based on scene brightness. Exposure differences lead to artifacts when stitching a single static mosaic and sophisticated
exposure adjustment and blending algorithms are required to avoid such artifacts
[103, 1, 11, 52]. However, exposure differences across images provide valuable cues
about variation in brightness of the different parts of the scene. The system estimates
these differences in an offline process and uses them to dynamically adjust the exposure
in the online viewer as the user navigates providing a more realistic experience.
Brown and Lowe [11] use a simple linear gain model, i.e., a multiplicative factor
to model exposure changes which is equivalent to multiplying the color channels of
an image by a single scalar. I relax this model by assuming that three independent
scalars can be used for the three color channels. This allows me to correct for not
only exposure changes but also color balance. This is equivalent to using a diagonal
transform color correction model which suffices for many cases [32]. I compute these
scalars using an approach similar to Brown and Lowe [11] (Section 3.2.4). This
simple model in conjunction with seam selection and blending avoids almost all of the
artifacts.
While rendering, Kopf et al. [52] use dynamic tone mapping of HDR images based
on the local part of the mosaic the user is viewing. Analogously, I compute locally
optimal diagonal transform as the user navigates. The transform is optimal in the
sense that it tries to preserve the original exposure and color balance of the mosaic
currently in view.
I now proceed to give technical details of the approach which can be broken down
into two parts – offline processing and online viewer.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.5: (a) The neighbor set S1 (images with blue border) corresponding to image
I1 . It consists of images that can be projected onto the plane of I1 to generate a local
mosaic. (b) The local mosaic generated by compositing images in the set S1 onto the
plane of I1 .

3.2
3.2.1

Offline Processing
Image Matching

I match images pairwise using SIFT features and RANSAC [43]. I declare two images
to be stitchable if the homography found by RANSAC has at least 40 inliers. Since
the graph of images is connected w.r.t. stitchability relation (locally stitchable), I
can determine the homography between every pair of images by finding the shortest
path between them and chaining homographies along the path. This may lead to
accumulation of errors along long paths but images connected by long paths are not
likely to overlap and hence such errors do not lead to stitching artifacts in practice.

3.2.2

Local Mosaics

For each image Ii , I define the set of neighbors Si as images that can be stitched to Ii
to generate a local mosaic (Figure 3.5a). Let us say that Ij is compatible with Ii if
the optical axis of Ij intersects the plane of Ii in the positive direction, i.e., Ij can be
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(a) A corner

(b) Projection on plane of I1

(c) Projection seen through virtual camera V

(d) Single perspective view

Figure 3.6: A local mosaic is a piecewise perspective projection of the scene that
preserves straight lines. (a) A corner captured by a locally stitchable collection. AB and
CD are two straight lines on two different planes. (b) The local mosaic corresponding
to S1 obtained by projecting all images onto the plane of I1 . Line segment A0 B 0 is the
projection of AB. (c) The local mosaic seen through a virtual camera V. V sees AB
and CD as straight lines but under different perspective projections. (d) True single
perspective view of the scene from V

projected onto the plane of Ii without flipping the image. Then, I define Si as the
largest connected set of images in the graph containing Ii which are compatible with
Ii . Algorithmically, I run breadth first search starting from Ii to build the set Si .
Images in the set Si can be stitched to Ii to generate a local mosaic (Figure 3.5b).
I prove that each such local mosaic is a piecewise-perspective projection of the scene
that preserves straight lines.
Notice that if the images in the neighbor set Si correspond to a rotating camera or
if the scene is planar, then the resulting local mosaic is a single perspective projection.
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Hence, the only interesting case is a non planar scene captured by a camera which is
not purely rotating. Such a scene can be captured by a locally stitchable collection if
a rotating camera covers the planar discontinuities in the scene (Figure 3.6a). Let AB
and CD be two line segments in the scene on two different planes. The local mosaic
corresponding to S1 is generated by projecting all images onto the plane of I1 , thus
projecting AB as A0 B 0 (Figure 3.6b). Now, while rendering, S1 is viewed through a
virtual camera V (Section 3.1.1) which sees the image A0 B 0 of AB instead of the true
AB (Figure 3.6c and 3.6d). However, A0 B 0 is also a straight line. Hence, while the two
planes of the corner appear under different perspective transforms in V , straight lines
in the scene, which are confined to these planes, remain straight. The observation is
generalizable as long as the homographies between stitchable images correspond to real
world planes (holds if the image matching does not make errors). Zelnik-Manor et al.
[107] also use such piecewise-perspective projections that are selected interactively to
reduce distortion in spherical panoramas.

3.2.3

Optimal Seams via Graph Cuts

I precompute optimal seams for each of the local mosaics. At render time, as the user
transitions between different local mosaics, I crossfade between corresponding seams.
Optimal seams should avoid stitching artifacts by minimizing pixel difference across
them. Further, they should choose pixels from images which appear less distorted
geometrically. I formulate an objective which captures these two goals and minimize
it using Markov Random Field (MRF) optimization.
The optimization computes a labeling L over pixels in the local mosaic where
L(p) = j if pixel p of the mosaic is assigned to Ij (p). This approach is similar to
that of Agarwala et al. [1] but we use a different data term which encourages images
with low distortion. Again, I use ||Hjres − I|| to quantify distortion where Hj is the
homography that aligns Ij with Ii . I define the data term as
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D(p, L(p)) =




∞

if p ∈
/ IL(p)



||H res

L(p)

2

− I||

(3.1)

otherwise

where p is a pixel in the local mosaic and p ∈
/ IL(p) implies that p projects outside
the bounds of image IL(p) . The second term encourages seamless transitions between
images and has been used previously [2, 1, 53]
V (p, L(p), q, L(q)) = ||IL(p) (p) − IL(q) (p)||2 + ||IL(p) (q) − IL(q) (q)||2

(3.2)

Note that IL(p) (p) refers to the pixel in IL(p) that is the image of p in the mosaic.
Further, we adjust the pixel values using the exposure compensation factors we
compute in Section 3.2.4. The MRF optimization solves for a labeling that minimizes
P

p

D(p, L(p))+λ

P

p,q

V (p, L(p), q, L(q)). We use λ = 0.5. Computed seams are stored

as binary masks; for each Ij ∈ Si , I have a mask Mij . At run time, I do not need to
store and load all the local mosaics, the system uses these single channel binary masks
along with the input images to composite local panoramas on the fly.
3.2.4

Global Exposure Compensation

Brown and Lowe [11] first find pairwise gain factors for overlapping images by considering corresponding pixels, and then use pairwise factors to estimate per image gain
factors by minimizing a global objective function. I use a similar approach to estimate
per channel gain factors for each image. To estimate pairwise gain factors, I consider
all corresponding pixels and use RANSAC to estimate the most common triplet of
channel wise gain (rij , gij , bij ). Such an approach is more robust than the mean used
in Brown and Lowe’s approach [11]. To estimate gain per image for each channel, e.g.,
ri for red channel of Ii , I consider all pairwise equations

rj
ri

= rij and solve using least

squares for each color channel independently after taking log (and setting r1 = 1).
Brown and Lowe [11] use a slightly different objective which requires them to use a
prior to encourage gains close to 1. Further, I weigh the equations by the number of
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RANSAC inliers to reflect the confidence in each equation. At run time, I use the
estimated values to compensate for exposure differences between images and compute
a locally optimal exposure value as the user navigates (Sec. 3.3.3).

3.3
3.3.1

Online Viewer
Dynamic Projection

The user interacts with the mosaic using drag and zoom interaction. The viewer
updates the projection to provide the best view of the images currently visible in real
time as the user drags the mouse.
I first describe how dragging works. Since I use a planar projection at all times, I
can model the transformation of each image by a homography. Suppose the current
transforms applied to the images I1 , I2 , ..., In are H1 , H2 , ..., Hn respectively, i.e., these
are the optimal homographies for the current view (initialization is done by setting
H1 = I and using the pairwise homographies computed in Sec. 3.2.1), and the user
drags by (δx, δy). Let H trans (δx, δy) be the homography that induces a translation of
(δx, δy). I first apply this homography to the current view, i.e., the new transformations
of images are H trans (δx, δy)H1 , ..., H trans (δx, δy)Hn . Let Hi refer to the updated
transformation H trans (δx, δy)Hi . Solving for a new planar projection is equivalent to
solving for a homography H that will be applied to all the images, i.e., the geometric
transforms of the images under this new projection will be HH1 , HH2 , HH3 , ..., HHn .
I want to choose an H that minimizes the distortion of images.
As described in Section 3.1.1, distortion of a single image in the collection can
be measured by ||(HHi )res − I||. However, the global homography H only seeks to
minimize the distortion in the images and not translate the image composite. Hence
H(0, 2) = H(1, 2) = 0, i.e., the last column of H is [0, 0, 1]T and H is already of the
form H res and the distortion can be written as ||HHires − I||. I compute importance
weights for the images (explained later) and minimize the weighted sum of distortions.
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Mathematically,
Hopt = arg min
H

n
X

wi ||HHires − I||2

(3.3)

i=0

However, it is a non linear optimization problem because of the dehomogenization
operation, i.e., the bottom right entry of the product HHires needs to be 1. However,
algebraically, the above objective is similar to
Hopt = arg min
H

n
X

wi ||H −1 − Hires ||2

(3.4)

i=0

as they both encourage the product HHires to be close to I. Since Hires are known
and can be normalized by setting the bottom right element to 1, it yields a simple
least squares objective and leads to a simple closed form solution
−1
Hopt
(a, b)

Pn

=

i=1

wi Hires (a, b)
i=1 wi

Pn

(3.5)

Hopt can be computed by inverting the solution obtained from Eq. (3.5). In practice
−1
I avoid the explicit inversion and directly compute the products Hopt Hi from Hopt
−1
by solving the linear equation Hopt
X = Hi which is more numerically stable. This

computation is fast enough to be done in real-time on standard PCs. Note that Hopt
does not induce any translation, i.e., the origin or the center of the mosaic remains
stationary. However, it had moved exactly by(δx, δy) before the application of H opt
due to application of H trans (δx, δy). This is the behavior that the user expects to see
on dragging by (δx, δy), i.e., the center of the mosaic moves by (δx, δy).
I now describe how I compute importance weights for different images that are used
in the optimization step. Distortion of images near the center of the viewport would
be more noticeable. Hence I weight such images higher. Let (xi0 , yi0 ) be the location
of the center of Ii under transformation H i . In all of our computations, I normalize
the image dimensions to be [−0.5, 0.5] × [−0.5, 0.5]. Our viewport is [−1, 1] × [−1, 1]
with the origin at the center of the viewport. Then I define the weight of Ii as
wi =




0


max(0.5 − |x

if |xi0 | > 0.5 or |yi0 | > 0.5
i0 |, 0.5

− |yi0 |) otherwise

(3.6)
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Such a definition of weights ensures that they change smoothly as the user moves
around ensuring that the optimal projection also changes smoothly. If the user is
zoomed in very far, it might happen that all weights are zero. In that case, I set
the weight of the image that is closest to the origin to be 1. I refer to the image
with the highest weight as the central image. Any image that does not belong to the
neighbor set S of the central image is set to have a weight zero. Finally the weights
are normalized such that

P

i

wi = 1.

Application of Hopt changes the transforms of the images and consequentially
the weights. Ideally one should solve this in an iterative fashion until convergence.
However, such an approach is too slow for interactive real time rendering. Hence, I
instead amortize the iterations over render cycles, i.e., at each render cycle I compute
the weights and solve for an optimal Hopt .
Zooming: Dragging interaction works by allowing the user to control the translation of the center of the mosaic while the optimization is invariant to it. Hence,
zoom interaction should work similarly – allow the user to zoom in or zoom out with
optimization being invariant to uniform scaling. However, the objective in Eq. (3.3)
penalizes uniform scaling of images.
To make the objective invariant to scaling, I first compute the scale factor of each
image. For that I need to associate a scaling factor scale(H) with a general homography
H. Consider a unit square centered at the origin transformed by the homography. I
define the scale factor as the square root of the area of the transformed square. Since
I normalize the image dimensions to [−0.5, 0.5] × [−0.5, 0.5], this measures the change
in area of the image under that transformation. For our image collection, for every
pair of stitchable images (Ii , Ij ), I find this pairwise scaling factor sij = scale(Hij )
where Hij is the homography that warps Ij to Ii . I then find the scale factor si for
each image relative to I1 in a way similar to how I find the exposure gain factors.
More precisely, I set s1 = 1 and solve for s2, s3, ..., sn given the pairwise constraints
si
sj

= sij . It reduces to a least squares system after applying log.
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Now, when solving for the best planar projection in our objective, I normalize for
the scale factor, i.e., we want the product HHires to be close to










0 0 

si




(3.7)

0 si 0 


0 0 1

instead of identity. Correspondingly, I change the objective to
Hopt = arg min
H

n
X

wi ||H −1 − Hires Si−1 ||2

(3.8)

i=0

where Si is the matrix defined in Eq. (3.7) whose inverse is trivial to compute since
it’s a diagonal matrix. To allow the user to zoom in or zoom out of the mosaic, the
viewer maintains a current scale factor sf which is updated based on user input and I
use



Si =










si sf
0
0

0

0 



si sf 0 


0 1

(3.9)

in our objective.
To support images at different scales, I also change our weighing function – give
more weight to the image that is at the right resolution for the current scale factor.
Hence, I now define the weight as wi0 =

wi
,
1+|log(si sf )|

i.e., amplify the weights of the

images for which si sf is close to 1.
3.3.2

Cross Fades between Seams

The system uses the seams corresponding to the current central image (image with the
maximum weight), i.e., if the current central image is Ii it uses the seams corresponding
to Si . As the central image changes, the system smoothly transition between different
graph cut seams. The renderer works by keeping an alpha mask Ai [75] corresponding to
each image Ii which are updated continuously. I initialize each Ai to be zero everywhere.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.7: Binary masks from graph cuts. (a) An image Ij in the collection. (b)
Binary mask Mmj for the image Ij corresponding to local mosaic Sm computed using
graph cuts. (c) Binary mask overlaid on the image.

Let Im be the current central image. Let Mmj denote the mask corresponding to
image Ij ∈ Sm (Figure 3.7). While the original mask computed using graph cuts is
binary, it can have real values due to blending across seams (Section 3.3.4). Then at
each render cycle, I update the current masks as





A (x, y) − β

 i



if Mmj (x, y) < Ai (x, y) − β







Mmj (x, y)

otherwise

Ai (x, y) = Ai (x, y) + β

if Mmj (x, y) > Ai (x, y) + β

(3.10)

Mmj ’s are loaded as textures and these updates are done in hardware using a custom
shader. The parameter β controls the speed of crossfade.
3.3.3

Dynamic Global Exposure Compensation

I solve for scalar gain factors for each color channel independently. E.g., for the red
channel, I use
r0 = arg min
r

X
i

r
wi (log )2
ri

(3.11)

where ri is the gain factor corresponding to Ii computed in Section 3.2.4, and similarly
for the green and blue channels. The resulting exposure gain that is applied to Ii is
r0
.
ri

From the objective, one can see that the gain corresponding to images with higher
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.8: (a) Laplacian pyramid corresponding to an image. (b) Corresponding
pyramid for the binary mask. (c) Binary masks are applied to corresponding levels
of the pyramid. Finally, we accumulate different levels of pyramids across images to
generate the final rendering.

weights be closer to 1. The weights are the same as those used in Eq. (3.5). The
above objective permits a closed form solution of the form

r0 =

Y w
i

ri

(3.12)

i

Further, I do not apply the compensation immediately and add a delay in a way
similar to Kopf et al. [52] to simulate the behavior of human eye which takes some
time to adjust to the change in lighting.
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3.3.4

Real-time Multi Band Blending

I also implement real time multi band blending [14] across seams to remove any
remaining artifacts (Figure 3.8). I precompute the Laplacian pyramid corresponding
to each of the images and store different levels of the pyramid as individual textures.
I add an offset of 255 to the difference images to ensure that all values are positive
and then compress them to range [0, 1] before loading them as textures. As higher
levels of pyramid are stored at lower resolution, memory requirements are bounded.
At render time, for each Ii I build a Gaussian pyramid of the corresponding alpha
mask Ai . This is done on the GPU using OpenGL’s texture downsampling. Final
rendering is then produced by accumulating the renderings corresponding to each level
of the pyramid in accumulation buffer after adding back proper offsets. OpenGL’s
texture upsampling is used to upscale each rendering to the full resolution. Further,
for each level, I also apply exposure compensation factors (Sec. 3.3.3) while adjusting
for offset and compression.
Using too many pyramid levels may lead to quantization artifacts because of the
limited resolution of accumulation buffer. Hence I use a two level scheme with a
downsampling factor of 7 similar to Brown et al. [12]. Further, multi band blending is
ineffective if the seams are very close to the image boundary as the blending alpha is
truncated by image edges. Hence, I encourage seams that are away from the boundaries
by penalizing pixels near the boundary in graph cuts and divide each pixel value in
the final composite by the composited alpha value in case there is truncation and
alpha value does not sum to 1.

3.4

Results

I show some results here while video results can be found online [84]. Please view
the videos as it is difficult to capture the dynamics of the system in still figures. The
renderer works at interactive rates on standard PCs.
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(a) Camera path

(b) Captured photos

Figure 3.9: A collection of 43 photos taken on a staircase capturing paintings on the
wall.

Figure 3.10: Dynamic mosaic corresponding to the staircase collection. The top row
shows a sequence of zoom outs corresponding to the part shown on the left. The
bottom row shows zoomouts for another part. User can smoothly move between
different parts simply by dragging the mouse.

Figure 3.9 shows a collection of 43 photos. Traditional image stitching software
is unable to stitch them into a single mosaic. However, in my system the user can
browse the scene by using simple drag and zoom interaction (Fig. 3.10).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.11: (a) A collection of 31 photos of a street side. (b) In presence of parallax,
stitching artifacts are unavoidable at image edges. (c) However, seam selection is able
to mask such artifacts.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.12: A sequence of zoomouts from our viewer.

The system can also handle photos at different scales. The user is able to smoothly
zoom in with the system choosing the images at the right resolution. The weighing
function takes into account scale of the image and hence gives higher weight to images
which are at the current scale of the viewer. Please view the video to see the results
[84].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.13: Two renderings corresponding to the left end of Fig. 3.12 bottom. As the
user drags to this part of the mosaic, the system smoothly updates the rotation to
show as horizontal as possible view.

Figure 3.11a shows photos of a street side shot using a hand held camera. Because
of significant parallax between images, I solve for a similarity transform between
images instead of a full homography to reduce the degrees of freedom. Misalignments
due to restricted matching model and parallax are minimal and are compensated by
seam selection and blending (Fig. 3.11c). Fig. 3.12 shows the collection being browsed
in our viewer. Unlike the system of Agarwala et al. [1], the camera motion is not
restricted to translation; some of the taller buildings have been captured by tilting the
camera up and down (Please see the video [84]). Further, dynamic seams emphasize
parallax similar to the Street slide system of Kopf et al. [50].

Stitching such long facades can often lead to curved mosaics if the camera is not
horizontal or not looking head on at the facade as can be seen on the left of Fig. 3.12
bottom. However, because I penalize in-plane rotation in the objective in Eq. (3.3),
the viewer smoothly rotates the mosaic as the user navigates making the current view
as horizontal as possible (Fig. 3.13).
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(a) A rectangular art gallery

(b) Some of the captured photos

Figure 3.14: A rectangular art gallery captured by a hand held cellphone camera.

Figure 3.15: The gallery being viewed inside the dynamic mosaic viewer

Figure 3.14 shows an example of 33 photos of a rectangular art gallery captured
using a hand held cell phone camera and Figure 3.15 shows the gallery being viewed
as a dynamic mosaic. Moving along the walls of the room gives uniform coverage of
the paintings which a single rotational panorama cannot provide.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.16: (a) 6 out of 18 input photos. (b) A rendering where the interior is well
exposed while the window on the right is saturated. (c) As the windows come into
view, a shorter exposure is selected; view outside the window is visible.

Figure 3.16 shows a rotational mosaic that adjusts dynamically to the varying
brightness in the scene.
3.4.1

Dynamic Motion Mosaics

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.17: (a) 2 out of 18 photos from a rotating camera; the person moves between
shots. (b),(c) Renderings from the viewer which stitches the images into a larger field
of view. Dynamic seams recreate the motion without cutting through the person as
the user pans from right to left.

Dynamic seams allow us to recreate the motion in the scene (Fig. 3.17). While
my formulation automatically chooses seams to minimize artifacts, I allow the user to
add additional constraints to achieve more targeted effects like the stroboscopic effect
shown in Fig. 3.18c where the dynamic mosaic shows the history of the jump up to
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the current time with time increasing as the user pans from left to right. This mosaic
is created from a panning video where the location of the jumper was marked in each
frame. This can be achieved by adding a constraint in local graph cuts. Assuming
that the images are indexed by the frame number, then while computing the seams
corresponding to Si , I add a constraint to choose pixels corresponding to the jumper
from Ij if j ≤ i and not choose such pixels if j > i. The method can also be seen as
video summarization analogous to [16].

(a) Frames from a panning video

(b) Masked location of jumper in frames

(c) Dynamic mosaic; jumper moves forward as the user pans from left to right.

Figure 3.18: Dynamic motion mosaic created from a panning video. The user specifies
the location of jumper in the frames using a rectangular mask.

3.5

Discussion

I described an approach for creating dynamic mosaics of scenes from photos. These
visualizations provide intuitive drag and zoom navigation like traditional mosaics
while allowing for more general camera motion and being dynamic in nature. The new
paradigm of dynamic mosaics allows one to capture a wider variety of scenes with
more flexible camera motion and creates a more immersive experience of the scene by
modeling the dynamic elements in the scene.
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However, there is room for improvement. A more versatile appearance compensation model that models spatially varying effects like vignetting would be useful.
Currently, homographies between images are computed in a greedy fashion, i.e., to
compute homographies between a pair of images that don’t overlap, I concatenate
the homographies along the shortest path instead of ensuring that the computed
homographies are consistent along all paths. Such an approach may not yield a
globally optimal solution and may prevent loop-closing in certain cases, e.g., in a 360◦
panorama. Hence, an approach that computes globally optimal homographies will
circumvent this problem. As I found out in my experiments, extending the bundle
adjustment approach [101] to this problem yields an unstable optimization problem
because of greater number of parameters in a homography as compared to 2 or 3
parameter model typically used in stitching a rotational mosaic.
Another desirable feature is to be able to show the summary of the entire collection
if the user is zoomed out all the way. Since I use a planar projection, zooming out all
the way may not be possible in all cases, e.g., for a 360◦ panorama. Image collages
[106, 67] can lay out a collection on a planar surface at the expense of stitching artifacts.
Peleg et al. [71] relax perspective-correctness and find adaptive manifolds for stitching
mosaics from video sequences. However, it can result in arbitrary bending of scene
lines and does not work for photos. Adaptive distortion of the stitching surface as the
user zooms out is a direction worth exploring as future work.
While dynamic mosaics allow more general camera motion than possible with
past approaches, a single dynamic mosaic cannot capture a very complex scene like
an entire house. However, one can imagine a system where individual rooms are
captured using dynamic mosaics with seamless transitions between them. Ultimately,
the approach should allow easy capture and navigation of arbitrary scenes, e.g., a
house with multiple rooms, where dynamic mosaics for individual rooms are connected
to each other in an intuitive fashion that conveys the scene structure.
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Chapter 4
MOSAICING FOR INTERNET PHOTO COLLECTIONS
In Chapter 3, I introduced dynamic mosaics that enable creating mosaics for more
general photo collections than is possible with past mosaicing approaches. However,
the approach is still restricted to photo collections that have been captured by a single
user with the intention of creating a mosaic. How can one handle photo collections
which are more unstructured, e.g., tourist photos of a scene downloaded from the
Internet?
Creating scene visualizations from Internet photo collections has distinct advantages:
• The amount of imagery on the Internet has grown exponentially over the years.
E.g., a search for a popular tourist place like Pantheon on Flickr [33] returns
almost 200, 000 results (Figure 4.1). Developing mosaicing techniques for such
photo collections will allow one to leverage this vast amount of imagery that
already exists for a large number of scenes.
• The photos on the Internet have been captured under a wide variety of conditions,
e.g., by different people, from different viewpoints, using different cameras, at
different times of the day and under different weather conditions. Such collections
capture the whole range of different possible appearances of the scene, which is
hard to emulate if all photos are captured by a single person over a short period
of time. Visualizations created from such collections are more diverse, displaying
different possible appearances of the scene.
• Tourist photos are captured by different people and contain crowdsourced infor-
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Figure 4.1: Flickr search for Pantheon. Almost 200, 000 results are returned.

mation about which parts of the scene are interesting, e.g., a part of the scene
that has been captured many times over indicates that a majority of people found
the view worth photographing. Incorporating this information automatically
into navigation controls will allow the user to easily discover interesting parts of
the scene.
Given these advantages, how can one visualize a scene using Internet photo collections?
Snavely et al. [94] introduced the PhotoTourism system, an interactive and immersive
3D photo browser for this purpose (Figure 4.2). The system takes as input a collection
of photos, finds the 3D pose of each photo and then allows the user to navigate the
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Figure 4.2: The PhotoTourism system [94] takes as input a collection of photos of a
scene downloaded from the Internet. The system then recovers the 3D pose of each
photo and a sparse model of the scene. Using this information the photos can be
browsed in an interactive and immersive 3D browser. Figures from [94].

photos in 3D. However, the system does not allow the user to move about freely in
the 3D scene. Instead, the controls are photo-centric allowing the user to move from
one photo to the next relying on a 3D transition between the photos to convey how
they are arranged relative to each other in space. In particular, one can see photos
to the left or right of the current photo. One can step back or step in to bring up a
photo at a desired resolution. One can also drag a box around an object of interest
and the system will select the best photo of that particular object in the scene. While
it’s true that 3D transitions between different photos convey how they are arranged
in space, the user still moves from one photo to another in contrast to the seamless
navigation that an image mosaic provides. Hence, while the system is general and
allows arbitrary collection of photos and works well as an advanced photo browser
with discrete navigation controls, it lacks continuous navigation and hence may not
be ideal for exploring and navigating a scene.
In this chapter, I seek to automatically discover image mosaics in these collections
that can then be used to augment the controls to aid scene navigation. There are two
main challenges that need to be addressed. First, these collections are large, often
containing thousands of photos. Hence, the approach needs to be scalable. Second,
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these collections have not been captured with the intention of creating mosaics and
are very diverse. Hence traditional stitching approaches may fail. E.g., if one wants to
find rotational mosaics within these large collections, it’s unlikely to find a group of
photos taken from exactly the same spot.
I develop algorithms to identify two kinds of image mosaics in such collections –
rotational mosaics and orbits. Rotational mosaics are similar to conventional mosaics
captured by a rotating camera and correspond to viewpoints in 3D where there are
photos looking in different directions. In addition, I also discover orbits which are
motivated by the idea of object movies [18]. Such scenes often contain points or objects
that are often photographed by people from different directions. E.g., Figure 4.3 shows
an overhead view of the Statue of Liberty and recovered camera locations for photos
downloaded from Flickr [33] are overlaid. Almost all cameras are looking at the statue
and can be grouped into two distinct orbits, one closer to the statue and one further
out into the water consisting of photos taken from boats. I seek to automatically
detect such points of interests in the scene and associated orbits. These orbits can
then be browsed seamlessly in a fashion similar to rotational mosaics – dragging the
mouse left and right simulates moving along the orbit.
My work on extending image mosaics for Internet photos forms a part of the
Pathfinder user interface described in [93]. While the PhotoTourism viewer was
essentially a photo browser in many ways, Pathfinder seeks to provide controls that
make the exploration of scenes easier. The system provides free viewpoint navigation
allowing the user to move freely in 3D space. However, these photo collections
often have a non uniform spatial distribution; there are parts of the scene which are
photographed often and have a high density of photos while other parts have fewer
photos. Free viewpoint navigation has 6 or 7 degrees of freedom and it may be difficult
for the user to discover interesting parts of the scene, i.e., regions with high density of
photos, using these controls directly. Hence, we augment the system with additional
controls to guide the user to these regions – rotational mosaics, orbits and canonical
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Figure 4.3: Overhead view of the Statue of Liberty with distribution of photos around
it. Most photos are looking at the statue and these can be arranged into two distinct
orbits – one near to the statue and the other one further out into the water.

images [91].1
4.1

Preliminaries and Notation

I assume that I have access to the scene reconstruction, i.e., 3D pose of each photo
and a sparse reconstruction of the scene which can be computed automatically using
the approach described in [94]. I refer to the database of images by I, a single image
by I and the associated camera by C. The camera intrinsics and extrinsics are known
from the reconstruction.
Snavely et al. [93] introduce free viewpoint navigation in their Pathfinder interface
where the user can freely control the virtual camera and the system selects the best
photo to be shown to the user given the virtual camera. To select the best photo
1

This is joint work with Noah Snavely and first appeared in [93]. My contribution was automatic
discovery of rotational mosaics and orbits.
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for a viewpoint v, the system first scores each photo by defining a reprojection score
S(I, v) for an image I and the viewpoint v which measures how well the image I can
be rendered from viewpoint v. Then, the best photo is simply chosen as the photo
with the highest score. This scoring function is described in Appendix A in detail and
I use it in detecting orbits and rotational mosaics.
4.2

Orbits

An orbit consists of an object of interest at the center together with a number of
photos looking at it from different directions. Since most tourist photos are taken
by people standing on the ground or some other plane, I detect planar orbits whose
plane is parallel to the ground plane (The ground plane can be estimated from the
reconstruction of the scene as described in [92]). Further, I constrain myself to
detecting circular orbits which can fit most real world situations.
4.2.1

Detection

Formally, I define an orbit to be a distribution of views positioned on a circle and
converging on (looking at) a single point, denoted the convergence point pf ocus . I
constrain pf ocus to lie on a vertical axis o passing through the center of the circle and
perpendicular to the ground plane (since we detect planar orbits). The height of pf ocus
determines the tilt at which the object of interest is viewed. Because full 360 degrees
view distributions are uncommon, I allow an orbit to occupy a circular arc. I define a
good orbit to be one that satisfies the following objectives, as illustrated in Figure 4.4:
• quality: maximize the quality of rendered views everywhere along the arc.
• length: prefer arcs that span large angles.
• convergence: prefer views oriented towards the center of the orbit.
• object-centered: prefer orbits around solid objects (as opposed to empty
space).
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Figure 4.4: Scoring a candidate orbit. An orbit is evaluated by regularly sampling
viewpoints along the candidate arc (here, the arc is shown in gray, and the samples
are shown as small circles drawn on top of the arc). For each sample position, I want
to find a nearby image with a high reprojection score that is oriented towards the
orbit center (thus eliminating the red cameras). The light samples score well on these
objectives while the black samples do not. I search for large arcs where the sum of
the sample scores is high, and that do not contain large low-scoring gaps. Here, the
optimal subset of the arc is shown with the curved black arrow.

Given these objectives, the problem of detecting orbits involves 1) defining a suitable
objective function, 2) enumerating and scoring candidate orbits, and 3) choosing zero
or more best-scoring candidates.
I first define my objective function for evaluating orbits. An orbit is fully specified
by a center orbit axis o and an image Ij ; the image defines the radius of the circle
(the distance of the camera center from o), and the convergence point pf ocus on the
orbit axis (pf ocus is the closest point on the axis o to the optical axis of camera Cj ).
Assume further that Cj is the point on the arc midway between the endpoints of the
arc. The geometry of such an orbit is illustrated in Figure 4.5.
I define the orbit scoring function, Sorbit (o, Ij ), to be the sum of individual view
scores, Sorbit (o, I, θ), sampled at positions θ along the arc. To compute Sorbit (o, Ij , θ)
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Figure 4.5: An orbit can be defined by an orbit axis and a camera. A vertical orbit
axis orbit o, combined with a camera Cj (which defines the orbit radius), defines a
family of orbit arcs around the axis. This family consists of all arcs of a circle centered
on the axis which passes through the camera center (and for which the camera center
is at the middle of the arc). The focal point pf ocus is the point on the axis o closest to
the ray through the center of Cj .

at a sample viewpoint v(θ) (the viewpoint on the arc at angle θ from Ij ), I look for
support for that view in the set of database images I. In particular, I score each image
Ik ∈ I based on (a) how well Ik can be used to synthesize a view at v(θ) (estimated
using the reprojection score Sproj (Ik , v(θ)) explained in Appendix A), and (b) whether
Ik is looking at the orbit axis (the convergence score). Sorbit (o, Ij , θ) is then the score
of the best image Ik at v(θ):

Sorbit (o, I, θ) = max{S(Ik , v(θ)) · fo (Ik )}.
Ik ∈I

(4.1)

The convergence score fo (Ik ) is defined as:
fo (Ik ) = max(0, 1 −

ψ
ψmax

)

(4.2)

where ψ = angle(v(Ck ), pfocus − p(Ck )), i.e., the angle between the viewing direction
v(Ck ) of image Ik and the ray from the optical center p(Ck ) of Ik to pfocus (we use a
value of ψmax = 20◦ ). This term downweights images for which pfocus is not near the
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center of the field of view.
I place a few additional constraints on the images Ik considered when computing
Sorbit (o, I, θ):
• pfocus must be in the field of view of Ik .
• The tilt of Ik above the ground plane is less than 45◦ (orbits with large tilt
angles do not produce attractive results)
• There are a sufficient number (we use kn = 100) of 3D points from the sparse
reconstruction of the scene visible to Ik whose distance from Ik is less than the
orbit radius. I enforce this condition to ensure that I find orbits around an object
(as opposed to empty space).
I compute Sorbit (o, Ij , θ) at every degree along the circle, i.e., −180 < θ ≤ 180. For
simplicity, I refer to these sample scores as s(θ). A good orbit will have a long arc of
relatively high values of s(θ). Simply summing the values s(θ), however, could favor
orbits with a few sparsely scattered good scores. Instead, I explicitly find a long chain
of uninterrupted good scores centered around Ij , then add up the scores on this chain.
I define this chain as the longest consecutive interval [−θL , θL ] such that the maximum
s(θ) in each subinterval of width 15◦ is at least  = 0.01. This definition allows for
small “gaps,” or intervals with low scores, in the arc. If this longest chain subtends an
angle less than 60◦ , the score of the orbit is zero. Otherwise, the score is the sum of
the individual scores in the chain:

Sorbit (o, Ij ) =

L
X

s(θk )

(4.3)

k=−L

Now that we have an objective function, we need a way to enumerate candidate
orbits (mainly for sake of efficiency; we could score all possible orbits). My strategy
for finding such orbits operates in two stages. First, I compute a set of good candidate
orbit axes, by finding axes in 3D space that are the convergence points of many
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database images. Second, I create and score candidate orbits by pairing each candidate
axis with each database image Ij .
To identify a set of candidate orbit axes, I take an approach similar to that of
Epshtein et al. [28] and use the idea that an object of interest will often occupy the
center of the field of view of an image. I first project all cameras onto the ground
plane and consider the 2D intersections of the optical axes of all pairs of cameras
(discarding intersection points which lie in back of either camera, or which are not
approximately equidistant from both cameras). This projection onto the ground plane
is possible since all axes are assumed to be vertical. I then compute the density D of
these intersection points at each point x:

D(x) = number of intersection points within distance w of x.

(4.4)

(I use w = 0.02, although this value should ideally depend on the scale of the scene).
The local maxima in this density function identify vertical axes in the scene which are
at the center of many different photos, and are thus potentially interesting. A plot
of the density function for the Pantheon dataset along with three detected orbits is
shown in Figure 4.6.
Next, I find the point with the highest density Dmax , then select all local maxima
(points which have the highest density in a circle of radius w) which have a density at
least 0.3Dmax . These points form the set of candidate orbit axes. The next step is
to find arcs centered at these axes. I form a set of candidate orbits by considering
all pairings of orbit axes o and input images Ij . I only accept candidate orbits that
satisfy the three constraints enumerated above, i.e., that the point of convergence is
in the field of view, the tilt is less than 45◦ , and a sufficient number of points are
visible in front of the orbit radius. I then evaluate Sorbit (o, Ij ) for each such suitable
combination of orbit axis and image.
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(a) Density function of intersection points

(b) Detected orbits

(c) Detected orbits in viewer

Figure 4.6: Density function and detected orbits for the Pantheon data set. (a) The
set of intersection points of viewing axes is superimposed on the point cloud of
the Pantheon. The color of each point corresponds to the density of points in its
neighborhood (a red point has the highest density, a dark blue point the lowest).
There are several clear maxima of this function, including a point just behind the
front facade and a point at the altar (at the extreme left of the figure). (b) The three
final detected orbits shown as blue arcs centered at the red orbit points. (c) Images
from each of the three detected orbits.

I now have a set of orbits and a score for each orbit. To form a final set of orbits, I
select the orbit with the highest score, remove it and all similar orbits from the set of
candidates, then repeat, until no more orbits with a score of at least 0.5 times the
maximum score remain. Two orbits are deemed similar if the area of intersection of
the two circles defined by the orbits is at least 50% of their average area. An example
of detected orbits for the Pantheon collection is shown in Figure 4.6. In this case,
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three orbits were detected, two around the outer facade¸ at different distances, and
one around the altar in the interior. Note that the furthest detected orbit arc is
actually some distance behind the reconstructed cameras. The reason why this orbit
does not pass closer to the camera centers is the constraint that it should not be too
similar to an existing orbit (in this case, the inner orbit around the facade, which is
the highest-scoring orbit). Furthermore,¸ this orbit still has a high camera score, as
translating a viewpoint backwards from an image along the viewing direction does
not affect the angular deviation of rays nearly as much as translating the viewpoint
sideways.
When computing viewpoint scores for orbit samples, I use a default vertical field
of view of 50 degrees and a default screen resolution of 1024 × 768 (for the purposes
of computing the field of view and resolution scores, see Appendix A for details).
4.2.2

Navigation

Discovered orbits are shown to the user as thumbnails in the bottom pane of the
interactive viewer (Figure 4.7). The orbital motion is constrained to ring around the
orbital axis. On selecting an orbit from the thumbnail panel, the axis is set to the
axis of the discovered orbit and the virtual camera is set to be at a distance equal to
the radius of the discovered orbit. Afterwards, the user can simply drag the mouse
left and right to move along the orbit. Hence, only 1 degree of freedom is exposed to
the user while in orbit, making it very easy to navigate. Further, the system chooses a
proxy plane that passes through the orbit point and is perpendicular to the virtual
camera axis. Such a plane stabilizes the object at the center of the orbit [93]. I refer
the reader to [93] for more details on the rendering.
I detect orbits in a number of datasets which are mentioned in [93]. Two particular
datasets which were found to be particularly suitable for orbits are the Statue of
Liberty dataset (388 photos) and the Venus De Milo dataset (461 images). The system
detects two orbits for the State of Liberty and one for Venus De Milo (Figure 4.7).
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Figure 4.7: Detected orbits for the Statue of Liberty and the Venus De Milo datasets.
Two orbits are detected for the Statue and one for the Venus. These can be accessed
easily using the thumbnail panel at the bottom. Arrows on the sides indicate the
direction in which the user can rotate to see more photos.

For the Statue of Liberty, one of the orbits captures the statue from up close whereas
the other orbit is composed of photos taken from further out in the water from boats.
The system also detects three orbits for the Pantheon dataset (602 photos) which is a
complex scene consisting of both interior and exterior views (Figure 4.6). One of the
detected orbits consists of a semi circular arc centered around the altar inside while
the other two orbits consist of exterior views and are situated at different radii.
4.3
4.3.1

Rotational Panoramas
Detection

A rotational panorama, referred to as panorama in the subsequent text, consists of a
set of images taken close to a nodal point. Similar to orbits, a good panorama has
good views available from a wide range of directions. To find panoramas in a scene, I
first consider each image Ij to be the center of a candidate panorama, and compute
a panoramas score Spano (Ij ) for each candidate. Spano (Ij ) is computed as the sum of
view scores S for a range of viewing directions around Ij :
Spano (Ij ) =

◦
25◦ 360
X
X

φ=−5◦ θ=0◦

Sview (v(Ij , θ, φ))

(4.5)
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Figure 4.8: Panoramas detected in the Pantheon dataset. The panorama detector
found five panoramas in the Pantheon collection, shown in this image as blue circles
(the two panoramas near the top of the image are quite close to each other). For this
scene, it is common for people to stand near the circumference of the interior and take
photos looking across the building in different directions.

where v(Ij , θ, φ) is the viewpoint located at the optical center of image Ij with viewing
direction given by angles θ (pan) and φ (tilt). Once each candidate panorama has been
scored, I select a set of final panoramas from among this set. To do so, I select the top
scoring candidate panorama I ∗ , remove all images that have a non-zero reprojection
score for some view v(I ∗ , θ, φ), then repeat this process until no remaining candidate’s
score is above a threshold. The Panoramas detected in the Pantheon collection are
shown in Figure 4.8, and as images in Figure 4.9.
4.3.2

Navigation

Similar to the orbits, the discovered panoramas are exposed to the user as thumbnails
at the bottom of the viewer and can be easily accessed by clicking on them. While
these photos are taken quite close to each other, there is significant parallax between
them which prevents stitching them into a single seamless mosaic. Hence, I still show
a single photo to the user but the user can simply drag left/right and up/down to see
more photos associated with the panorama. The arrows on the sides of the screen
indicate which direction the user can pan in to see more photos. Again, only 2 degrees
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Figure 4.9: Pathfinder user interface with detected panoramas. The scene viewer
displays the currently photo in the main view, and shows suggested controls in the
thumbnail pane at the bottom of the screen. Arrows on the sides of the screen indicate
which directions the user can pan to find more views.

of freedom are exposed to the user making it very easy to navigate the scene. The
Pantheon dataset (601 images) was found to be most amenable to panorama detection
as lot of people capture photos of the inside looking in different directions.

4.4

Discussion

I detect two kinds of image mosaics in Internet photo collections, rotational panorama
and circular orbits, that permit easier navigation controls. These controls, together
with other controls introduced in [93] transform the PhotoTourism viewer into a tool
for continuously exploring and navigating a scene.
While these controls are intuitive and fit many real world scenes, there are limitations. E.g., one can generalize circular orbits to linear paths, ellipses, polygons or
more free-form shapes. One can also detect locally stitchable image sets discussed in
Chapter 3 in these large collections. But besides algorithmic difficulty in identifying
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more general constructs, detecting a large number of specialized cases would also
clutter the user interface. Hence, detecting all simplified controls using a single unified
approach and then presenting them in an uncluttered coherent interface to the user is
a challenge.
The Pathfinder interface [93] still shows a single photo at a time, crossfading
between photos as the user navigates. While Internet photo collections are varied
and capture the entire variation in appearance of a scene, transitioning between
photos where the appearance is wildly different (day and night photos for instance)
or photos with occluders (people posing in front of the scene) is visually jarring
and can be disorienting to the user. While Snavely et al. [93] implement a simple
color compensation method which models an affine transformation per color channel,
compensating between two images which are very different, say an image taken in sunny
weather and an image taken in cloudy weather is very difficult. Hence, compensating
for appearance changes and handling occluders is important for visually pleasing
transitions – a problem I consider in the following chapter.
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Chapter 5
APPEARANCE MODELING FOR INTERNET PHOTO
COLLECTIONS
Internet photo collections, e.g., from Flickr [33], exhibit a wide variance in their
appearance, having been taken at different times of the day, under very different weather
conditions, by different cameras, and from different viewpoints. The PhotoTourism
system [94] relies on 3D transitions between photos to convey how the photo are
arranged in space and impart a sense of structure of the scene. the panoramic and
orbital controls introduced in the previous chapter make the navigation task easier but
still rely on good transitions between photos so as to ensure seamless navigation. Hence,
understanding and modeling the variation in appearance of these photo collections is
an important problem.
How can one model the variability in appearance of these photos? A key property
of man-made scenes is that they are not random. In particular, man-made scenes
tend to be dominated by a small number of surface orientations. Similarly surface
properties like the Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF), which
encodes the reflectance properties, can be complex, but many real BRDFs can be
well-approximated by a low-rank linear basis [63]. Similar considerations apply for
illumination; for example, studies have shown that the space of daylight spectra is
roughly two- or three-dimensional [96]. Based on these observations, I claim that the
appearance of such scenes can be approximated by a linear model, i.e., each possible
appearance of the scene can be represented by a linear combination of a set of fixed
basis appearances. To this end, I first prove a number of theoretical results justifying
the claim. Afterwards, I develop a method for modeling the appearance of Internet
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photos and show applications of the same.
I seek to find the dimensionality of the appearance space of Internet photos. More
specifically, suppose you stacked all photos taken of a particular scene as rows in a
matrix – what is the rank of that matrix?1
It is well known that certain types of image collections tend to be low-rank in
practice, and can be spanned using linear combination of a small number of basis views
computed using tools like Principle Component Analysis (PCA) or Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD). First exploited in early work on eigenfaces [48, 102], these rankreduction methods have become the basis for a broad range of successful applications
in recognition [72, 66], tracking [42], background modeling [68], image-based rendering
[104], BRDF modeling [44, 63], compression and other domains.
In spite of the wide-spread use of rank-reduction on images, however, there is
little theoretical justification that appearance space should be low-rank in general.
An exception is the case of Lambertian scenes, for which a number of elegant results
exist. Shashua [89] proved that three images are sufficient to span the full range of
images of a Lambertian scene rendered under distant lighting and a fixed viewpoint,
neglecting shadows. Belhumeur and Kriegman [8] considered the case of attached
shadows, observing that the valid images lie in a restricted range of 3D subspace
which they called the illumination cone. Basri and Jacobs [7], and Ramamoorthi and
Hanrahan [79] independently showed that the illumination cone is well approximated
with 9 basis images. Ramamoorthi more recently [78] improved this bound to 5 images,
bringing the theory in line with empirical studies on the dimensionality of face images
[29].
Very little is known, however, about the dimensionality of images of real-world
scenes, composed of real shapes, BRDFs, and illumination conditions. I introduce
new theoretical upper bounds on the dimensionality of scene appearance (improving
1

By dimensionality, I refer to linear dimensionality.
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on previous results by Belhumeur and Kriegman [8]). While I make a few limiting
assumptions (distant lighting, distant viewer, no cast shadows, interreflections or
subsurface scattering), these results bring the theory to the point where it can capture
much of the extreme variability in these Internet photo collections. Further, many of
the results are still seen to hold empirically even when these assumptions are violated.
The highlights include a factorization framework for analyzing dimensionality
questions, introduced in section 5.1. Using this framework, I prove new upper bounds
on the number of basis images, allowing for variable illumination direction and spectra,
viewpoint, BRDFs, and convolution effects (e.g., blur). Importantly, all prior low-rank
results for Lambertian scenes [89, 8, 7, 79, 78] do not apply under variations in light
spectrum (even if the images are grayscale). I introduce new results that allow the
light spectrum to vary in certain ways (Section 5.1.3), greatly broadening the scope
of application (e.g., to outdoors). In Section 5.2, I perform experiments on BRDF
databases to empirically verify some of the assumptions made2 . Finally in Section 5.3,
I demonstrate that low rank linear models can be used to model the appearance of
outdoor scenes in Internet photo collections and conclude by showing how low-rank
linear models can be used for a number of applications like reconstructing images,
removing occluders, and expanding the field of view (Section 5.4).3
5.1

Theory

In this section, I present theoretical results. I first introduce a new framework to
analyze the factorization of images (Section 5.1.1) which yields new insights and results
in Section 5.1.2. Finally, I introduce wavelength (Section 5.1.3) bringing the theory
closer to the real world images captured by cameras.
Throughout the discussion, I assume that images are lit by distant light sources and
observed from distant viewpoints. I ignore indirect illumination effects like transparent
2

These experiments were done in collaboration with Hao Du.

3

A concise version of results in this chapter was published in [35].
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and translucent materials, interreflections, cast shadows and subsurface scattering.
The theory does account for attached shadows, however. Initially, I also make the
assumption that images are taken from a fixed viewpoint, which I relax later on.
Similarly, I begin by considering grayscale images captured at a constant illumination
spectrum across images and talk about more complex and practical cases in Section
5.1.3.

5.1.1

Four Factorizations of the Image Matrix

Suppose we are given a set of n-pixel images of a scene, I1 , I2 , . . . , Im taken under
varying illumination conditions. For now, assume that all images are taken from the
same viewpoint, i.e., the corresponding pixels across images correspond to the same 3D
scene point. Consider the m × n matrix M obtained by stacking I1 , I2 , .., Im as rows of
the matrix. Each row of M is an image, and each column describes the appearance of
a single pixel, say x, under different illumination conditions, referred to as the profile
of the pixel and denoted by Px , where Px (i) = Ii (x).
Consider a factorization of M into the product of two rank-k matrices:
Mm×n = Cm×k Dk×n .

(5.1)

Such a factorization may be obtained by PCA or SVD, for instance. We present four
different interpretations of such a factorization, shown in Figure 5.1.

5.1.1.1

Basis Images

First, the rows of D can be interpreted as basis images, denoted by BI , and the rows
of C can be interpreted as coefficients. This interpretation, shown in Figure 5.1(a), is
commonly used. For instance, in work on eigenfaces [48], the eigenvectors obtained
from PCA comprise the basis images (assuming mean subtracted data). Here each
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.1: Four interpretations of factorization of image matrices. First, each image
can be expressed as a linear combination of a set of basis images (a). Alternatively,
the profile of each pixel can be expressed as a linear combination of a set of basis
profiles (b). In the case of a Lambertian scene, the basis profiles and basis images
assume special meaning (c). Finally, (d) shows the reflectance map interpretation.

image Ii is a linear combination of basis images:
Ii =

k
X

aij BIj .

(5.2)

j=1

5.1.1.2

Basis Profiles

Another way to interpret this factorization is that each column (profile) Pj of M can
be interpreted as a linear combination of columns of C, with coefficients determined
by columns of D, as shown in Figure 5.1(b). In this interpretation, the columns of C
form basis profiles, denoted by BP :

Pj =

k
X
i=1

bji BPi .

(5.3)
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5.1.1.3

The Lambertian Case

For Lambertian scenes, neglecting any shadows, the rank of M is 3 [89] , and the basis
profiles and the basis images assume a special meaning, shown in Figure 5.1(c). D is a
3 × n matrix, where the j th column of D encodes the normal times the albedo at the j th
pixel in the scene. C is a m × 3 matrix where the ith row encodes the lighting direction
times the light intensity for the ith image. Hence, the basis images represent scene
properties (normals and albedos) and the basis profiles encode illumination properties.
In particular, each basis profile contains the light intensity along a coordinate axis for
each image.
5.1.1.4

The Reflectance Map Interpretation

The reflectance map [46], is defined for an image of a scene with a single BRDF as
a function R(n̂) that maps scene normals to image intensity. R(n̂) can be encoded
as an image of a sphere with the same BRDF as the scene and taken from the same
viewpoint under identical illumination conditions.
We can alternately define Ri (n̂) using the rendering equation which under our
assumptions, can be written as
Ii (x) =

Z
Ω

x

αx ρx (ω 0 , ω)Li (n̂x , ω 0 )(−ω̂ 0 · n̂ )+ dω 0

(5.4)

where the integral is over a hemisphere of inward directions ω 0 , ω is the viewing
direction for point x, ρx is the reflectance function at point x (evaluated at ω 0 , ω),
Li (n̂x , ω 0 ) is the light arriving from direction ω 0 for image Ii , and n̂x is the normal
at x. The + subscript on the dot product indicates that it is clamped below to 0 to
account for attached shadows.
Given this, we can define Ri (n̂) as
Ri (n̂) =

Z
Ω

ρ(ω 0 , ω)Li (n̂, ω 0 )(−ω̂ 0 .n̂)+ dω 0

where ρx has been replaced by ρ, as Ri represents a scene with a single BRDF.

(5.5)
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Let us denote by Ri the image of the sphere when taken under identical illumination
conditions as in image Ii . Then we can write
Ii T = Ri T D

(5.6)

where D is defined as:
D(j, k) =





1 if n̂k = m̂j




0 otherwise

(5.7)

where D(j, k) represent the value in the j th row and k th column of D, m̂j is the normal
at the j th pixel of Ri and n̂k is the normal at the k th pixel in the scene. The k th
column of D can be thought of as a normal indicator function vk .
It often happens that the BRDF is same across the scene save for a scaling factor (the
albedo). The reflectance map factorization can also incorporate per pixel albedos if
we define the k th column of D as αk vk where αk is the albedo of the k th pixel.
Now, observing that D does not depend on i, one can write M = CD where C
contains the reflectance maps Ri ’s stacked as rows.

5.1.2

Upper Bound on Rank of M

Belhumeur and Kriegman [8] proved that, given an arbitrary scene with a single
material and kn distinct normals, the space of images of the scene taken from a fixed,
distant viewpoint with distant lighting and no cast shadows is exactly kn -dimensional.
This result justifies the use of linear models for real-world scenes. For instance, many
man-made scenes consist of large planar regions (such as walls and ground), and
therefore contain only a small number of distinct normals. Curved surfaces may also
be approximated by piecewise planar surfaces.
I first show how an upper bound of kn can be seen to hold true for a scene with
a single BRDF using the reflectance map interpretation of the factorization. Note
that this upper bound is the same as that derived by Belhumeur and Kriegman [8].
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However, I later extend our result under a number of different and more general
settings.
From the reflectance map interpretation M = CD, it is easy to see that only kn
rows of D will be non-zero when the number of distinct normals in the scene is kn .
Hence, rank(D) ≤ kn , which gives us an upper bound of kn on rank(M) as well.
Belhumeur and Kriegman [8] derive the same result but via a different route.
Now consider the more general case where there are kρ materials and kn normals
in the scene. In this case, I first define reflectance maps corresponding to every BRDF
for each image, i.e.,
T

Ii =

kρ
X

Ril T Dl

(5.8)

l=1

where Dl now encodes the distribution of normals corresponding to the lth material,
i.e.,
Dl (j, k) =







Pkρ

Hence, M=

l=1

αk if n̂k = m̂j and ρk = ρl

(5.9)

0 otherwise

Cl Dl , which implies that rank(M)≤kρ kn . More precisely
rank(M) ≤

kρ
X

N (l)

(5.10)

l=1

where N (l) is the number of orientations corresponding to material l. Hence we have
proven the following:
Theorem 1 Consider a scene with kρ different BRDFs and kn distinct normals.
Consider the images I1 , I2 , . . . , Im of the scene obtained from a fixed distant viewpoint
under different distant illuminations Lf1 , Lf2 , . . . , Lfm . Assuming that there are no
cast shadows, the rank of the matrix M obtained by stacking I1 , I2 ..Im as rows is at
most kρ kn .
It is also instructive to write M =

Pkρ

l=1

Cl Dl in the form M = CD so that basis

images and basis profiles can be explicitly defined. This can be done by stacking Cl
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side by side, i.e., C = [C1 |C2 |..|Ckρ ] and stacking Dl one over another. Finally, we
can remove all zero rows from D and corresponding columns from C leaving at most
kρ kn rows in D, which correspond to basis images, and basis profiles are the remaining
columns of C. The columns of D are of the form dk = αk vk where vk is a 0, 1 vector
that can be thought of as a normal-material indicator function.
The result may be modified to accommodate anisotropic BRDFs as well. For
anisotropic materials, one needs to parametrize by both the orientation and the
normal. Hence, one can derive the same bound where kn now refers to the number of
distinct orientations times normals in the scene.
In the following sections, I extend this result to a number of common scenarios.
5.1.2.1

Linear Families of BRDFs

While the world is composed of diverse materials, it has been argued [80, 63] that the
space of BRDFs is low dimensional. I also verify this by conducting experiments on
the CUReT [21] database of BRDFs (Section 5.2.2).
Thus, I now generalize to the case when ρx is contained in the linear span of
k

ρ
{ρ1 , ρ2 , . . . , ρkρ }, i.e., ρx = Σl=1
cl (x)ρl . In this case, Ii can be represented as a sum of

matrix products, Ii T =

Pkρ

l=1

Ril T Dl , where

Dl (j, k) =







αx cl (x) if n̂k = m̂j

(5.11)

0 otherwise

Hence the upper bound of kρ kn still holds, i.e., the rank is bounded by the dimensionality of BRDF family times the number of normals.
5.1.2.2

Low-dimensional BRDFs

Certain BRDFs tend to be low-dimensional. For example, three basis images suffice
to span the images of a Lambertian scene captured under different lighting conditions,
in the absence of shadows. Formally, I call a BRDF K-dimensional if the rank of the
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matrix C obtained by stacking reflectance maps obtained under arbitrary sampling of
illumination conditions is always at most K. In the presence of such materials, the
upper bound on dimensionality may be reduced to

Pkρ

i=1

K(i), where K(i) is the rank

of the ith BRDF.
I used the CUReT database for estimating the dimensionality of each material in
the database and found that for 49 of the 61 material, the reconstruction error is less
than 10% using 9 basis vectors (Section 5.2.1).
5.1.2.3

Varying Viewpoint

Given images taken from different viewpoints, it is trivial to extend the upper bound
to kv kρ kn where kv is the number of distinct viewpoints. However a much better
bound of kρ kn holds true if we know the pixel corresponding to a point x0 in the
scene in every image. This correspondence can be found, for instance, if the camera
parameters of each image and the 3D geometry of the scene are known. Using this
correspondence, we can rearrange the pixels in each image so that the xth pixel in
every image corresponds to the same scene point. I assume that every scene point is
seen by every image (I relax this assumption in Section 5.3.1). I again consider the
rank of the matrix M obtained by stacking these rearranged images. The argument
for Theorem 1 still holds, with Ril now defined as:
Ril (n̂) =

Z
Ω

ρl (ω 0 , ωi )Li (n̂, ω 0 )(−ω̂ 0 .n̂)+ dω 0 .

(5.12)

where ωi is the viewing direction for image i.
5.1.2.4

Filtered Images

Many real-world images are blurry due to camera shake, or have been otherwise filtered
(e.g., software sharpening). We extend the above result to filtered images.
Consider the family of images obtained by convolving image I(x, y) by an arbitrary K × K kernel F. Each resulting image can be expressed as Iconv (x, y) =
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PK PK
i=1

j=1

F(i, j)I(x−i, y−j). Since the space of each of the shifted images I(x−i, y−j)

is at most rank kρ kn , it follows that the space of all filtered images of the scene is at
most rank K 2 kρ kn .
An important special case is the family of radially symmetric filters (e.g., blur,
sharpen). These filters can be spanned by a few basis filters (The basis filters are
simply circles of varying radii.)
Suppose that the family of filters we are concerned with can be spanned by kf
basis filters. Consider convolving each of the kρ kn basis images with each of the kf
basis filters to yield kf kρ kn images. Any filtered image can then be expressed as a
linear combination of these filtered basis images. Hence, the bound reduces to kf kρ kn .
Note that it also takes into account images of different sizes. To see this, one can
assume that all different sized images of the scene have been obtained by subsampling
an appropriately blurred high resolution image of some fixed resolution. Even though
we are applying different blur kernels to these images, the blurred images lie on a
linear subspace. Subsampling them to some common lower resolution will also result
in a linear subspace.

5.1.3

Light Spectra

Up until now, I assumed that all measurements are done at a particular wavelength of
light, and that the spectrum of light is constant over all images. I now consider the
case when the camera sensors and light spectra vary between images. Surprisingly,
in general, the appearance space of a simple Lambertian scene with a single infinite
plane can have unbounded dimension, even for grayscale images. That is because
albedos, which were before treated as fixed scalars for every pixel, are now functions of
wavelength, allowing the scene to have arbitrary appearance for different wavelengths.
In the general case, using a linear response model, we have that
Ii (x) =

Z

si (λ)Ii (x, λ)dλ

(5.13)
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where si (λ) is the spectral response of the sensor i and Ii (x, λ) is the intensity of light
of wavelength λ arriving at the sensor. I begin by analyzing the general case, then
discuss results for some common special cases.
5.1.3.1

The General Case

Consider the matrix M obtained by stacking images I1 , I2 , . . . , Im captured by arbitrary
sensors. I claim that the rank of M is bounded by kρ kn kα , where kα is the number of
distinct albedos in the scene.
This result can again be derived from the reflectance map interpretation. I define a
reflectance map corresponding to every pair of albedo and BRDF in the scene, with the
incidence of normals encoded in the D matrix. More precisely, Ii T =

Pkα Pkρ
h=1

l=1

T
Rihl
Dhl

where Rihl is the image of a sphere with BRDF ρl and albedo αh captured under
identical illumination conditions and by the same sensor as Ii , and
Dhl (j, k) =

Again, we can write M =





1 if n̂k = m̂j and αx = αh and ρx = ρl




0 otherwise

Pkα Pkρ
h=1

l=1

(5.14)

Chl Dhl by stacking up the Rihl ’s,. It follows that

rank(M) ≤ kρ kn kα .
More generally, the albedos in a scene (as a function of wavelength) may be spanned
by kα basis albedos. It can be shown in a fashion similar to Section 5.1.2.1 that the
bound of kρ kn kα extends to this case as well.
5.1.3.2

Light Sources with Constant Spectra

Belhumeur and Kriegman [8] showed that images of a Lambertian scene lit by light
sources of identical spectra can be spanned by three basis images in the absence of
shadows. I do a similar analysis in a more general setting.
Assume that (1) BRDFs do not depend on λ (save for a scale factor, the albedo),
(2) all light sources within and across images have the same spectra (but with varying
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intensity and direction), and (3) all images are captured by identical sensors with
spectral response s(λ). Under these assumptions, the bound of kρ kn can be seen to
hold true.
Under assumption (2), we can write Li (n̂, ω 0 , λ) as K(λ)L0i (n̂, ω 0 ) and hence,

Ii (x, λ) = K(λ)

Z
Ω

x

αx (λ)ρx (ω 0 , ω)L0i (n̂, ω 0 )(−ω̂ 0 .n̂ )+ dω 0

We can write Ii (x, λ) = K(λ)

P

j,k

(5.15)

ajk (i)BIjk (x, λ) by invoking the basis image

representation for the expression in the integral (Theorem 1), where the number of
basis images BIjk ’s is at most kρ kn . Note that the coefficients do not depend on λ as
wavelength dependent albedos are encoded in the basis images. Substituting into Eq.
(5.13), we get
Ii (x) =

X

ajk (i)

Z

s(λ)K(λ)BIjk (x, λ)dλ

(5.16)

j,k

which implies that Ii (x) =

P

jk

ajk (i)B0 Ijk (x) where the new basis images are obtained

by integrating over λ, i.e., B0 Ijk (x) =

R

s(λ)K(λ)BIjk (x, λ)dλ. Hence, these images can

also be spanned by at most kρ kn basis images.
At first, these assumptions might appear too restrictive. I tested assumption (a)
using the CUReT database and found strong support for it (Section 5.2.3). If albedos
and camera spectral responses are unconstrained, the scene may have an unbounded
rank. However, if the camera responses are similar, assumption (c) is a reasonable
approximation. Other assumptions may be relaxed by extending the result. For
instance, consider the case where a scene is lit by kL light sources, each with its own
spectrum that stays constant across all images. This can model outdoor illumination,
which is often approximated as a combination of sunlight and skylight, each with
its own spectrum [96]. Here, the bound can be seen to be kρ kn kL by writing the
illumination in the ith image in the form

Pkl

l=1

Kl (λ)Lli (ω 0 , λ).

Similarly, consider the case when K(λ) varies from image to image but lies in a
linear subspace of dimension ks . For illumination in outdoor scenes, the spectra is
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well approximated by a two or three-dimensional subspace [96]. The bound can be
shown to be kρ kn ks in this case, by writing Ki (λ) =
5.1.3.3

Pks

l=1 cl (i)Kl (λ).

RGB Images

Images captured by conventional cameras contain three color channels. Consider RGB
images I1 , I2 , . . . , Im , where I concatenate the channels together. Assume that each
channel is captured by a separate sensor that is identical across all images,
Ici (x) =

Z

sc (λ)Ii (x, λ)dλ

(5.17)

Consider the matrix Mc obtained by stacking channel c of all images. Under the
assumptions of Section 5.1.3.2, we know that the rank of this matrix is bounded by
kρ kn and it can be written as Mc = CDc (the coefficients are embedded in the matrix
C while the basis images B0 Ijk are stacked up in D). Because C does not depend on c
(From Eq. (5.16), we can see that sc (λ) is encoded in the basis images, i.e., Dc ), the
rank of the matrix M obtained by concatenating the channels and stacking them is
also bounded by kρ kn (we can write [M1 |M2 |M3 ] = C[D1 |D2 |D3 ]).
In fact, we can go further and show that profiles corresponding to a particular
pixel are identical across channels save for a scaling factor, i.e., there exists kc (x) for
each channel such that Pcx /kc (x) is same for all c. This can be seen by substituting
for Ii (x, λ) from Eq. (5.15) in Eq. (5.17) and writing:
Pcx (i)

= kc (x)

Z
Ω

x

ρx (ω 0 , ω)L0i (n̂, ω 0 )(−ω̂ 0 .n̂ )+ dω 0

(5.18)

where

kc (x) =
5.1.4

Z

sc (λ)K(λ)αx (λ)dλ

(5.19)

Summary

I started by proving an upper bound of kρ kn in Theorem 1 and then showed that the
same bound holds for images taken from different viewpoints and for linear families of
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Figure 5.2: Reconstruction Error vs Number of basis images for HDR and LDR images
rendered using materials in the MERL database. A hundred 50 × 50 images of a
sphere of each material were rendered under different illumination conditions. Basis
images were computed using this collection of all 10, 000 images (100 materials, 100
images per material).

BRDFs. Then I showed that certain BRDFs allow the bound to be lowered. Afterwards,
it was shown how filtered images can be handled in my theory. Finally, I introduced
wavelength. While in the most general case, the theoretical bound can shown to be
kρ kn kα , the bound of kρ kn holds under certain assumptions.
5.2

Experiments on BRDF Databases

To empirically validate the assumptions introduced in Section 5.1, I performed experiments on BRDF databases to ascertain the range of materials present in real world
images. I looked at two different databases of BRDFs – the MERL BRDF database
[63] which has 100 different materials, and the CUReT database [21], which has 61
different materials. CUReT is more representative of real world materials (e.g., paper,
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grass, cloth, etc.) whereas MERL is restricted to machined and painted spheres. Since
my goal is to understand the dimensionality of real-world scenes, I chose to focus
on CUReT. Also, the prevalence of specularities in MERL in combination with high
dynamic range (HDR) capture, makes approximating through linear models much more
difficult, as the highlights alone capture the vast majority of image energy. I found,
however, that converting the images to a standard 8-bit-per-channel dynamic range
(LDR) (and clamping highlights to 255) yields a reasonable fit for MERL database
(See Figure 5.2). I use the relative RMS error (here, and in all the subsequent results)
to gauge the accuracy of the fit, and is measured as RMS value of the error divided
by the RMS value of the original data. Here, to convert HDR images to LDR images,
I quantized the range of each image so that 90% of the pixels fall in the range [0, 255]
and clamped the pixels outside this range to 255. These results imply that even for
this dataset, linear models work reasonably well for real world LDR images. CUReT
database is used for the results in the following sections.

5.2.1

Appearance Space of each Material

I first analyze how many basis images are required to span the appearance space
of each material. For every material, a hundred 50 × 50 images of a sphere of that
material were rendered. Each image was lit by a distant directional white light whose
direction was randomly chosen (uniformly distributed over the front facing hemisphere).
The rendered images were reduced to grayscale and SVD was used to compute the
basis images corresponding to each material. The green (middle) curve in Figure 5.3
shows the fall of relative RMS error as the number of basis images used to model the
appearance are increased. The curve is averaged over all 61 materials for CUReT.
From the graph, we can see that the error falls to less than 10% after only 6 basis
images.
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Figure 5.3: The fall in relative RMS error vs number of basis vectors for CUReT
database.

5.2.2

Appearance Space of all Materials

In Section 5.1.2.1, I showed that the upper bound on the dimensionality is reduced in
case the BRDFs in a scene are contained in a low dimensional linear subspace.
To gauge the range of materials present in the CUReT database, I computed basis
BRDFs (treating each BRDF as a vector). The BRDFs corresponding to the three
color channels were concatenated to form a single large vector. The blue (bottom)
curve in Figure 5.3 shows the reconstruction error vs number of basis BRDFs. Note
that here the reconstruction error refers to the error in reconstructing the original
BRDFs, and not the rendered images.
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Reconstruction Accuracy
Figure 5.4: Reconstruction accuracy achieved for each material in the CUReT database
using 1, 2, 3, 6, 10, 20 and 30 basis images respectively. The basis was computed using
the set of all images of all materials (universal basis). The first six basis images can
be seen in Figure 5.5. The materials have been sorted according to the reconstruction
accuracy using six basis images. Best seen in color.
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Figure 5.5: The top row shows the first six universal basis images computed by
performing a SVD over all sphere images rendered using materials in the CUReT
database. Five of the six are remarkably similar to the 5 basis images used by
Ramamoorthi [78] to span the appearance space of a Lambertian sphere (bottom row).

I also run SVD over all 6100 sphere images rendered in the previous section (61
materials, 100 images per material) to calculate universal basis images and measure
the reconstruction error versus the number of basis images (The pink (top) curve
in Figure 5.3). The curve is marginally above the curve obtained by calculating a
separate basis for each material indicating that the same basis can be shared across a
large number of materials.
Reconstruction accuracy of each material is shown in Figure 5.4 (Materials are
sorted according to the reconstruction accuracy using six basis images). The first
six universal basis images are shown in the top row of Figure 5.5, five of which are
very similar to the basis images used by Ramamoorthi [78] to span the appearance
of a Lambertian sphere. These results show that the Lambertian basis augmented
with one additional basis gives an average reconstruction accuracy of 85% for the
CUReT database. Some example reconstructions are shown in Figure 5.6. This
result is remarkable as it suggests that the non-Lambertian component is relatively
insignificant for a wide range of real world materials.
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Figure 5.6: Some samples from the CURET BRDF database and corresponding
reconstructions using 1, 3, 5, 10, 20 and 30 basis images. A single basis was learned
from images of all the materials. The reconstructions look visually similar (except for
smoothing of highlight in some cases) indicating that the same basis may be shared
across multiple materials.

5.2.3

BRDF across Color Channels

I also test the assumption made in Section 5.1.3.2, i.e., the BRDF of a material does
not depend on wavelength. For each material, I consider the 3 × N matrix obtained
by stacking the BRDFs of the 3 channels, where N is the number of samples in each
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BRDF for each channel. The mean ratio of first singular value to the second singular
value was found to be 49.61 with a minimum of 4.55, indicating that for almost every
material, the matrix is close to rank 1 and hence the BRDFs can be approximated as
being the same across color channels save for a scaling factor.
It is true that the CUReT database contains samples of real world materials and it
does not have many specular materials. With specular BRDFs, it is often the case that
the Lambertian part of the BRDF is responsible for the the color of the object while
the specular lobe has a much wider spread across different wavelengths. However,
the theory can still explain it by treating the BRDF as a linear combination of a
specular and a Lambertian BRDF and they are then allowed to scale independently
with wavelength.

5.3

Linear Modeling of Internet Photo Collections

The results in Section 5.1 show that linear models well approximate a broad range
of real world images. Much of the previous application of linear models has been to
images captured in the lab under controlled conditions. Here, I apply linear models
to the more challenging case of photos of popular locations downloaded from photo
sharing websites. The difficulties here stem from the wide variation in the scene
appearance. Moreover, the images are captured using many different cameras and
viewpoints.
The organization of this section is as follows. In Section 5.3.1, I give an overview
of how I compute the linear model and what representation I use. In Section 5.3.2, I
describe in detail how I process the three channels of color images and what assumptions
I make. In Section 5.3.3, we give quantitative and qualitative evaluation of the results.
Finally in Section 5.4, I demonstrate a couple of novel applications of these linear
models.
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5.3.1

Basis Computation

Because the input photos are taken from different viewpoints, I first find pixel correspondences. I use the Structure from Motion (SfM) system of Snavely et al. [94]
to recover the camera parameters. The 3D reconstruction uses the multi view stereo
method of Goesele et al. [37]. The 3D models are simplified using qslim [36] to a
mesh with ∼ 300, 000 faces. I use a simple representation where I associate a color
corresponding to each mesh vertex. Images in this representation (which can be
thought of as a texture map), can be treated in a fashion similar to images taken from
a fixed viewpoint with mesh vertices assuming the role of pixels. However, a single
image covers only a part of the scene, i.e., there is missing data in each texture map.
To compute basis vectors with missing data, we use the EM based method of Srebro
and Jaakkola [95] to compute SVD. However, the algorithm was found to be sensitive
to initialization when the amount of missing data is large. I use the method of Roweis
[85] which fills the missing data using EM based sensible PCA, to initialize.
Internet photo collections are often dominated by people and other occluders who
block the background scene. As my focus is modeling the scene and not the people, I
start by manually identifying clean occluder-free images from which I compute a clean
basis. I will show later how to handle occlusions in other images using this basis in
Section 5.4.2.

5.3.2

Processing Color Images

I cannot directly apply the ideas in Section 5.1.3.3 to these color images as the
assumption of identical spectra and identical sensors does not hold for Internet photo
collections. One option is to process each color channel independently and compute a
separate basis for each channel. The selected clean set still has some outliers (e.g. cast
shadows) and processing the three channels independently produces rainbow artifacts
shown in Figure 5.7 due to inconsistent fits between color channels. Instead, I make
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Figure 5.7: The image on the left is the original image. The middle image shows
the reconstruction obtained using 5 basis images when processing the color channels
independently. Notice the false color in regions of shadow or incorrect geometry (for
instance, the doors and the columns above the rose window). The figure on the right
is the reconstruction obtained by the described approach.

some simplifying assumptions that allow us to reconstruct the other channels given
the reconstruction of one. Hence, I choose to process only the green channel of these
images.
First, under the assumptions made in Section 5.1.3.2 and 5.1.3.3, the profile of
a pixel x corresponding to, say the red channel, Pred
can be written as Pred
=
x
x
f red (x)Pgreen
where
x

f red (x) =

kgreen (x)
kred (x)

(5.20)

with kred (x) and kgreen (x) defined by Eq. 5.19. However, Internet photos are not
captured by identical cameras and the spectrum of light is also different for different
photos (for instance, the spectrum of sunlight in the evening is very different from the
spectrum at noon). I give a more rigorous argument later, but intuitively, the combined
effect of these two factors (camera and light spectra) can be thought of as individual
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red
scaling applied to the entire channels of an image, i.e., Pred
(i)f red (x)Pgreen
(i)
x (i) = g
x

where g red (i) is the scaling applied to the red channel of the ith image and depends
upon the camera sensor and the light spectrum of that particular image. f red (x) can
be thought of as a measure of the red color of the pixel (relative to the green channel
of the image).
Now, if we can recover g red for all images and f red for all pixels, then we can
recover the red channel of any image given the reconstruction of the green channel. I
found that the following simple method works well in practice for recovering g red and
red
f red . I assume that there exists a dominant value of g red (i) across images, say gdom
.

Note that g red (i) depends on the interaction of the camera sensor and the illumination.
So, this assumption translates to saying that a large number of photos are taken by
similar cameras under lighting conditions with similar spectra. This is plausible as
the spectrum of natural illumination for a given scene remains largely constant for a
large part of the day. Also, one can safely assume that a large number of cameras will
have similar response curve. Hence, we can recover f red (x) by

red
f red (x)gdom
= mediani

Pred
x (i)
green
Px
(i)

!

(5.21)

where the median is taken over i, i.e, along the profile. Once, we have recovered f red (x)
red
(up to the factor gdom
), one can also recover g red (i) by

g red (i)
Ired
i (x)
=
median
x
red
red green
red
gdom
f (x)gdom
Ii
(x)

!

(5.22)

where now the median is taken over x, i.e., over the pixels of image i. The blue channel
can also be processed similarly.
Figure 5.8 shows the relative RMS error in reconstructions of the three color
channels for the Notre Dame and Arc De Triomphe datasets where the basis was only
computed for the green channel and the other channels were reconstructed using the
method outlined above. The curves corresponding to the red and blue channels are
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Figure 5.8: Relative RMS error in red, blue and green channels for the Notre Dame
and Arc De Triomphe datasets. The blue and red curves are only marginally above
the green curve indicating that the accuracy achieved in the reconstruction of the red
and blue channel by the described approach is similar to the accuracy in the green
channel (via SVD).

seen to be only marginally above the green channel curve, supporting the case of my
approximation.
Let us now formally see under what physical conditions the above intuition is
correct. I still make the assumption that in a particular image, the spectrum of light
is the same for all light sources, which allows us to write Li (ω 0 , λ) as K i (λ)L0i (ω 0 )
(the illumination can still vary across images). Even though illumination in outdoor
scenes is often modeled using two distinct light sources – sunlight and skylight which
have different spectra, one can assume that one of them dominates, i.e., the intensity
of one is much stronger than the other. E.g., sunlight will dominate on a clear
sunny day while skylight will dominate on an overcast day. Repeating the analysis
of Section 5.1.3.2 (where we now have K i (λ) instead of K(λ)), it can be seen that
Pcx1 (i)/kc1 (x, i) = Pcx2 (i)/kc2 (x, i), where

kcl (x, i) =

Z

scl (λ)K i (λ)αx (λ)dλ

(5.23)

i.e., kcl depends on i as well, unlike in Equation (5.19). We want to be able to write
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the above integral in the form f cl (x)g cl (i). An assumption under which this holds true
is when the albedos remain constant over the range of λ over which the support of
spectral responses varies and hence can be taken out of the integral. This essentially
translates to saying that the support of the spectral response of, say the red sensor,
stays in a small neighborhood of a particular wavelength across different cameras.
5.3.3

Evaluation

I present results on 6 datasets: Notre Dame Cathedral (212 images), Statue of Liberty
(318 images), Arc De Triomphe (268 images), Half Dome, Yosemite (95 images),
Orvieto Cathedral (228 images), and the Moon (259 images). An image from each
of these datasets is shown in the first column of Figure 5.9. Note that the sky and
background has been segmented out as we only use a 3D model corresponding to the
scene. The Moon presents an interesting case due to its retro-reflective BRDF. I am
able to register the Moon images using SfM (There exists sufficient parallax for SfM
to work [47]) and then fit a sphere to the 3D points obtained.
All images were gamma corrected assuming γ = 2.2. As mentioned in Section
5.3.1, I use a manually selected clean set of images for computing the basis. Also, as
described in Section 5.3.2, I only need to compute the basis for a single color channel
and rest of the color channels can be reconstructed from that. I used the green color
channel to compute a basis for each dataset. The reconstructions look reasonably
good visually even with three or four basis vectors. With ten basis vectors, some of
the finer details such as specularities and self shadowing are also modeled well (I use a
basis of size ten to generate results in Section 5.4). There is little visual improvement
in the reconstructions after 10 bases though the numerical error continues to fall, but
stays at 12% even for 30 basis vectors. Figure 5.11 shows the fall of relative RMS
error vs the number of basis images (for the green channel of images). This error can
be explained by the fact that even the clean set of images have a lot of noise. E.g.,
Half Dome’s view is almost always partially occluded by trees.
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Figure 5.9: Internet datasets and reconstructions. The first columns shows an image
from the dataset. The following columns show corresponding reconstructions using
1, 3, 5, 10 and 20 basis images.
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Basis 1

Basis 2

Basis 3

Basis 4

Basis 5

Figure 5.10: First 5 basis images for Orvieto. Basis 1 resembles the mean. Bases 2
and 3 model shading, and Bases 4 and 5 specularities.

Figure 5.11: Relative RMS Error vs number of basis images for different datasets
with a clean set of manually selected images. Even though the reconstruction error
is around 12% (due to noise, occluders, etc.) for most datasets even with 30 basis
images, reconstructions with only 10 basis images look visually similar.
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Figure 5.9 shows an example image from these datasets and the corresponding
reconstruction for 1, 3, 5, 10 and 20 basis vectors respectively. The top row (Notre
Dame), shows that it becomes possible to model the appearance of night scenes using
a larger basis. While such scenes violate our assumptions of distant lighting, as
the night-time illumination consists of light sources placed close to the scene, the
configuration of light sources is fixed across all night images and hence can be modeled
by a single additional basis. The results in the second and third rows (Statue of
Liberty and Arc De Triomphe) demonstrate that it is possible to approximate cast
shadows using a larger basis even though the shadow boundaries appear blurry in
the reconstruction. The linear model does not work well for the Half Dome dataset
(the fourth row), as there are drastic appearance changes (such as seasonal snow).
An image of Orvieto Cathedral, whose facade is highly specular, is approximated in
the fifth row. Figure 5.10 shows the first 5 basis images. While the first basis image
simply looks like the mean image, the second and the third model diffuse shading.
The fourth and fifth bases seem to model view dependent effects (highlights). Note
that the facade of the cathedral is planar and under the assumptions of distant viewer
and distant lighting, the specular highlight should ideally cover the whole facade. The
presence of specular highlights only on a portion of the facade implies that the viewer
is close to the scene which is a violation of our assumption of distant viewer. But
as was the case in night scenes, a particular configuration of near-viewpoint and the
lighting direction can be modeled by a single additional basis image. For the Moon in
the last row, the appearance is modeled well using the first basis, while subsequent
bases explain the shadows and the texture at the terminator [49].

5.4

Applications

I now show a few novel and interesting applications of linear scene appearance modeling.
For all the results shown in the chapter , I empirically chose a basis of size 10.
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5.4.1

View Expansion

As was mentioned in section 5.3.1, a single image might cover only a part of the
scene. However, since the basis computation method can interpolate missing data, the
derived basis images (and hence the reconstructions) cover the entire scene allowing us
to hallucinate how the parts of the scene, not visible in the original image, would have
appeared under similar illumination conditions. The results of this view expansion
approach are shown in Figure 5.12.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.12: View Expansion: The left image in each pair shows the input image
with limited viewing area. The right image shows the reconstructed image with an
expanded field of view.

5.4.2

Occluder Removal

Given a basis, we can solve for the coefficients given a new image. I choose a projection
approach that is robust to outliers in the image.
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Figure 5.13: Occluder removal, where the occluder is removed and the scene behind is
rendered under the same illumination conditions by robustly solving for basis image
coefficients. In each pair, the left image is the input image while the right image shows
the corresponding reconstruction with the occluder removed.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.14: (a) shows the input image. (b) shows the result of robust projection. It
does not work well as the number of outlier pixels is large. (c) shows the precomputed
outliers (in red). (d) shows the result of robust projection with precomputed outliers.

This allows us to handle occluders. More precisely, in order to project a new image
onto k basis images, I use a RANSAC approach where k pixels are sampled randomly
and k coefficients are computed. The number of pixels that lie within a threshold of
the original pixel values in the reconstruction obtained using these k coefficients are
counted as inliers. Finally, the sample with the largest number of inliers is chosen and
the estimate of coefficients is refined using all the inliers. Again, I first reconstruct
the green channel, and then reconstruct red and blue channels from it (as explained
in Section 5.3.2). The reconstruction constructed from the basis using these robustly
computed coefficients will be free of occluders. Some results are shown in Figure 5.13.
In presence of very large occluders where the number of outlier pixels is large,
the RANSAC based approach may fail. In that case, using the color information,
we can also precompute outliers. Assuming we have f red (x) computed for the scene
(from the set of images used to compute the basis), given a new image, we can
compute g red (i) using Equation 5.22. With this information, one can mark pixels
red
where |Ired
(x)g red (i)Igreen
(x)| (and a similar expression for the blue channel)
i (x) − f
i

is beyond a certain threshold as outliers. Figure 5.14 shows an example.
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5.5

Discussion

While I have shown that linear models can be used to model the appearance of
scenes for Internet photo collections, this chapter also makes important theoretical
contributions which have a much wider scope:
• A simple factorization framework for analyzing dimensionality of image collections.
• New upper bounds on the number of basis images, allowing for variable illumination direction and spectra, viewpoint, BRDFs, and convolution effects (e.g.,
blur). As in prior work, we assume distant viewers, distant illumination and
ignore cast shadows. The results are motivated by models of shape (particularly
for man-made scenes), BRDFs, and light spectra that approximate real world
scenes.
• Bounds that take into account the illumination spectrum. Prior low-rank results
for Lambertian scenes [89, 8, 7, 79, 78] do not apply under variations in light
spectrum (even if images are grayscale). Hence prior results are applicable under
very controlled conditions.
These results bring the theory much closer to the point where it applies to uncontrolled,
real-world scenes.
However, a major drawback of my approach is that it relies on 3D models of the
scene. But with more and more 3D data being available through both computer vision
methods [34] and range scanning, it should become feasible for more scenes in the
future. Once we have accurate 3D models, my approach provides a way to derive
consistent looking texture maps for the entire scene. In fact, instead of a single texture
map, the approach yields an entire space of texture maps corresponding to different
possible appearances of the scene. This appearance space is currently parametrized by
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the coefficients of basis appearances. Given photos that are annotated by the angle
of the sun, weather conditions, etc., this abstract parametrization could potentially
be mapped onto meaningful physical parameters in future providing controls for
navigating the appearance space, e.g., one can move a slider to control the direction
of the sun and see how the appearance of the scene changes.
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Chapter 6
CONCLUSION
The goal of my thesis is to extend and generalize image mosaics to unstructured
photo collections and use them to create visualizations of scenes that can be navigated
in an intuitive fashion. The specific contributions of my work are:
• In Chapter 3, I develop a mosaicing method that allows for more general camera
motion than possible with past approaches. In particular my technique is
applicable to a general class of image collections which I call locally stitchable. A
key novelty of my approach is that instead of generating a single static stitched
image, I implement a dynamic viewer that composites a mosaic on the fly as the
user navigates based on the user’s viewpoint. Further, the composited mosaic is
piecewise-perspective view of the scene that preserves straight lines in the scene,
and provides intuitive drag and zoom navigation controls of a traditional mosaic.
• Stitching images seamlessly in the presence of exposure differences, scene motion,
parallax and misalignment is a well studied problem in the image mosaicing
literature. While past solutions work towards the goal of stitching a single
static mosaic, my novel dynamic approach, proposed in Chapter 3, preserves the
dynamic aspects of the scene while avoiding stitching artifacts. In particular,
the dynamic viewer adjusts the brightness depending on which part of the scene
is currently visible to the user and uses dynamic seams to recreate scene motion
as the user navigates. Further, my implementation works at frame rate in an
interactive viewer.
• In contrast to photos captured by a single user with the intention of creating a
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mosaic, Internet photo collections are unstructured. I introduce an algorithm to
detect stitchable photo sets in these large collections that allow intuitive panning
and orbit controls (Chapter 4). Augmenting the PhotoTourism [94] system with
these auto discovered controls makes scene exploration easier and more effective.

• Wide variation in appearance in Internet photos prevents seamless transitions
between them in the PhotoTourism interface. In Chapter 5, I prove that photos
of most man made scenes can be expressed as a linear combination of a small set
of basis photos. While past results hold for simple scenes (Lambertian or single
material) and controlled illumination, I develop a theory that proves that linear
models are a good approximation in the case of Internet photo collections as well
and can be used to model the wide variation in appearance that exists in such
collections. The theory introduces a new factorization framework for analyzing
linear dimensionality of a set of images that leads to new upper bounds on
dimensionality allowing for variable illumination direction and spectra, viewpoint,
BRDFs, and convolution effects.

• I introduce an algorithm for calculating basis photos of a scene from Internet
photo collections. There are three major challenges that I address here. First,
these collections are large and require scalable algorithms. Second, an image
only captures a part of the scene, i.e., each image provides an incomplete sample
of a specific appearance – the basis photos or appearances for the entire scene
are learned from these incomplete samples. Lastly, Internet images have a lot of
outliers, e.g., occluders in a scene, and the approach needs to be robust to such
outliers. Given the basis photos of a scene, I demonstrate novel applications like
expanding the field of view of a photo and removing occluders, e.g., people, from
a photo.
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6.1

Future Work

While I focused on mosaics in my thesis, the larger goal is to develop methods to
generate visualizations of scenes that are both easy to create and navigate. I conclude
this thesis with a discussion of future research directions that expand upon my work.

6.1.1

Generalized Image Mosaics in Internet Photo Collections

In my work in Chapter 4, I propose an algorithm to discover two kinds of mosaics
in Internet photo collections – rotational panoramas and circular orbits. However,
there can be more general mosaics embedded in Internet Photo Collections. One can
generalize circular orbits to ellipses, lines, or more general paths. One could also detect
locally stitchable image sets which can then be visualized via the dynamic mosaicing
technique described in Chapter 3.
However, a significant challenge in the case of Internet photo collections is that
they are not taken with the intention of creating mosaics. E.g., we saw in Chapter
4 that photos that are taken from almost the same viewpoint cannot be stitched
into a single mosaic as there is still significant parallax between images that prevents
seamless stitching. Similarly, while searching for locally stitchable sets in Internet
Photo Collections, a homography may not be able to align two images well enough to
stitch them seamlessly. Further, extreme changes in appearance make the problem
even harder.
Along these lines, Google Photo Tours [39] are tours of famous tourist places
computed automatically from photos available on the Internet. A tour is a sequence of
a few (10 to 20) images that covers the most interesting parts of the scenes. However,
the tour is linear, i.e., the user can only move to the previous or the next photo from
the current photo, severely limiting the freedom in navigating the scene. Further, the
user cannot see a panoramic view of the entire scene by zooming out as individual
photos are not stitched into a composite.
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6.1.2

Dynamic Mosaicing for Entire Scenes

The dynamic mosaicing technique is applicable to locally stitchable image collections.
While they cover several common scenarios, a single locally stitchable image set cannot
capture a large complex scene such as an entire house. However, individual rooms and
perhaps even connections between them can be captured and visualized via dynamic
mosaics. What is a good way to browse a collection of dynamic mosaics connecting
them together in an intuitive way that conveys how the different mosaics are arranged
relative to each other? Such an approach will truly allow capturing arbitrary scenes
with a combination of image mosaics. E.g., when browsing an entire house, individual
rooms and connections between them can be captured in separate mosaics. The user
should be able to zoom out and visualize how these individual mosaics are arranged
relative to each other and transition between them seamlessly.

6.1.3

Spatial, Temporal, and Appearance Space Navigation

A lot of work has been done on spatial navigation of scenes, i.e., viewing a scene from
different viewpoints. But there are two other orthogonal dimensions along which a
scene can be navigated, namely appearance and time.
Navigating the appearance space of a scene implies being able to visualize different
possible appearances of the scene. E.g., one should be able to visualize how the scene
appears at twilight, move the position of the sun, say using a slider, and see shadows
move across the ground. My work makes initial steps towards this ambitious goal. My
appearance modeling approach parametrizes the appearance space of a scene – the
coefficients of the basis appearances are the parameters of this space. If one could
annotate the photos using the position of the sun, weather conditions, etc. one could
map this abstract parametrization on to these physically meaningful factors. These
physical parameters can then act as controls to allow the user to navigate through the
appearance space of a scene.
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Temporal navigation involves experiencing the non-static elements of the scene.
Imagine a play button on each rendering, that can recreate the ambiance (non static
elements like motion, audio, etc.) that existed in the scene. In this vein, Microsoft’s
Digital Heritage project [86] combines visual and audio experience to create a more
immersive experience of the scene but requires a lot of manual work in data capture
and processing. Similarly, dynamic mosaics seek to recreate some of the dynamic
aspects of the scene, e.g., scene motion and varying brightness, moving away from the
static scene assumption of many IBR approaches.
Ultimately, I envision a system that allows the user to move about the scene
freely using intuitive controls, visualize different possible appearances of the scene and
experience dynamic aspects like scene motion. Such a system will be able to create an
experience of being there, i.e., a virtual experience that is close to being physically
present in the scene.
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Appendix A
VIEWPOINT SCORING IN INTERNET PHOTO
COLLECTIONS
This scoring function was proposed by Noah Snavely and I refer the reader to his
thesis for more details [92].
Assume that we are given a database of input images I whose camera parameters
(intrinsics and extrinsics) have been computed. The term camera denotes the viewing
parameters of an input image. The term image denotes an input photo I, with
associated camera, from the database. The term view denotes an output photo v that
we seek to render. A view is produced by reprojecting an input photo, through a
rendering process, to the desired new viewpoint.
Define a reprojection score S(I, v) that rates how well a database image I can be
used to render a new view v. The best reprojection is obtained by maximizing S(I, v)
over the database, yielding a viewpoint score S(v):
S(v) = maxI S(I, v)

(A.1)

Ideally, S(I, v) would measure the difference between the synthesized view and a
real photo of the same scene captured at v. Because we do not have access to the real
photo, we instead use the following three criteria:

1. Angular deviation: the relative change in viewpoint between I and v should be
small.
2. Field of view: the projected image should cover as much of the field of view as
possible in v.
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3. Resolution: I should be of sufficient resolution to avoid blur when projected into
v.
For a given image and viewpoint, each of these criteria is scored on a scale from 0 to 1.
To compute these scores, we require a geometric proxy plane for each image in order
to reproject that image into a view v. Please refer [92] for details on how the proxy
plane is selected.
The angular deviation score Sang (I, v) is proportional to the angle between rays
from the current viewpoint through a set of points in the scene and rays from image
I through the same points. This is akin to the minimum angular deviation measure
used in Unstructured Lumigraph Rendering [13]. Rather than scoring individual rays,
we score the entire image by averaging the angular deviation over a set of 3D points
observed by I. These points, Pts(I), are selected for each image in a pre-processing
step. To ensure that the points are evenly distributed over the image, we take the set
of 3D points observed by I, project them into I, and sort them into a 10 × 10 grid of
bins defined on the image plane, then select one point from each non-empty bin. The
average angular deviation is computed as:
0

Sang (I, v) =

1 X
angle(p − p(I), p − p(v)).
n p∈Pts(I)

(A.2)

where p(I) is the 3D position of camera I, p(v) is the 3D position of v, and angle(a, b)
gives the angle between a and b. The average deviation is clamped to a maximum
value of αmax (we set αmax = 12◦ ), and mapped to the interval [0, 1]:
min(Sang 0 (I, v), αmax )
Sang (I, v) = 1 −
.
αmax

(A.3)

The field-of-view score Sfov (I, v) is computed by projecting I onto its proxy geometry plane, then into v, and computing the area of the view that is covered by the
reprojected image. We use a weighted area, with higher weight in the center of the
view, as we found that it is generally more important to cover the center of the view
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than the boundaries. The weighted area is computed by dividing the view into a grid
of cells, G, and accumulating weighted contributions from each cell:
Sfov (I, v) =

X

wi

Gi ∈G

Area(Project(I, v) ∪ Gi )
,
Area(Gi )

(A.4)

where Project(I, v) is the polygon resulting from reprojecting I into v (if any point of
the projected image is behind the view, Project returns the empty set).
Finally, the resolution score Sres (I, v) is computed by projecting I into v and
finding the average number of pixels of I per screen pixel. This is computed as the
ratio of the number of pixels in I to the area, in screen pixels, of the reprojected image
Project(I, v):
0

Sres (I, v) =

Area(I)
.
Area(Project(I, v))

(A.5)

If this ratio is greater than 1, then, on average, the resolution of I is sufficient to avoid
blur when I is projected onto the screen (we use mip-mapping to avoid aliasing). We
then transform Sres to map the interval [ratiomin , ratiomax ] to [0, 1]:
Sres 0 (I, v) − ratiomin
, , 1 ,
Sres (I, v) = clamp
ratiomax − ratiomin
!

(A.6)

where clamp(x, a, b) clamps x to the range [a, b]. We use values of 0.2 and 1.0 for
ratiomin and ratiomax , and enforce a non-zero minimum resolution score  because we
favor viewing a low-resolution image rather than no image at all.
The three scores are multiplied to give the view score S:
S(I, v) = Sang (I, v) · Sfov (I, v) · Sres (I, v).

(A.7)
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